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Abstract
The fetal origins hypothesis suggests that interuterine life plays a more significant role in life-long
adult health than previously thought. The human placenta is the crucial organ that supplies the
developing fetus with oxygen and nutrients, and its function is closely related to the health of
the baby. A more quantitative understanding of the placenta is sought, to provide more accurate
statistics and predictions regarding fetal health.
This research aims to quantify placental function and growth at two scales — gross placen-
tal morphology and oxygen transport at the microscopic level. Placental shape is quantified via
Fourier series and moments, and probability distribution functions (similar to histograms) are cal-
culated for measured characteristics. Analysis of distribution functions provides some information
regarding the likely development of the placenta. Most distribution functions found are not normal
(Gaussian), and posses power-law tails, indicative of more complex random growth phenomena.
Oxygen transport is one of the fundamental functions of the placenta, and this research aims
to quantify how efficiently various exchange geometries function. Segmented histology slides of
terminal villi (the site of oxygen exchange) are used in numerical simulations of stationary diffusion
within realistic geometries for the first time. Capillary numbers, positions and calibres are measured
and combined in a number of ways to measure transport efficiency. Efficiency is then correlated
with measures such as birth weight, and fractal vascular efficiency (which relates the mass of
fetus created per mass of placenta). Significant correlations are found between efficient capillary
arrangements and ‘healthy’ whole placental vasculature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Introduction to the human placenta
The placenta is an organ that develops alongside the fetus, both providing nutrition and removing
waste products via the maternal blood supply. As the only source of oxygen and nutrients and a
major source of hormones, the placenta has a critical role in determining the health and development
of the fetus. Like many biological systems, the structure of the human placenta and its function are
believed to be related [4]. However, technical and ethical limitations mean that a full quantitative
description of the placenta’s growth and function is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to obtain.
The side of the placenta attached to the decidua of the uterus (words in italic in this document
are defined in the glossary) is the basal plate. The umbilical cord connects the fetus to the ‘fetal-
facing’ side of the placenta, the chorionic plate. The umbilical cord itself contains one vein, which
transports oxygenated blood from the placenta, and two arteries which return de-oxygenated blood
to the placenta. From the cord insertion point on the chorionic plate, the vascular system branches
out and covers the chorionic surface (to varying degrees) before diving down into the placenta
itself and continuing to branch, eventually forming fetal capillaries (Fig. 1.1). The human placenta
is usually disc-shaped with a radius around 9.5 cm and thickness 2.5 cm, although significant
variations in morphology exist.
1.2 The Developmental Origins of Health and Disease
Whilst the fetus is developing within the uterus, the placenta is its sole source of nutrients. Con-
sequently, it can be expected that the function of the placenta plays a vital role in the health and
development of the fetus. However, a growing body of research suggests that the implications of
fetal development reach far beyond birth. In 1992, Barker and colleagues suggested a link between
both cardiovascular disease risk factors and mortality [5]. Using data collected in Hertfordshire
from men born between 1911 and 1930, Barker was able to show that the mortality ratio due to
heart disease decreased sharply with increased year-one weight. Fibrinogen levels in the blood
plasma of men aged 59–70 were also found to decrease with increased year-one weight, even when
9
Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the placenta showing the chorionic plate, the basal plate,
umbilical cord and the branching vascular system. Modified from R. Sood, J. L. Zehnder, M. L.
Druzin, and P. O. Brown, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 103(14), 5478 (2006). Copyright (2006)
National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A. [1]. Reproduced with permission.
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adjusted for cigarette smoking.
In 1995, Barker and colleagues published further work suggesting mechanisms underlying the so-
called ‘developmental origins of health and disease’ [6]. They believe that the fetus’ main responses
to a lack of nutrients or oxygen are to ‘slow its rate of cell division’ and experience changes in cell
numbers and type distributions. In addition, organ structure and metabolic activity are also affected
by a decrease in fetal nutrition. The timing of the period of under-nutrition is also important, with
varying implications such as raised blood pressure, non-insulin dependent diabetes [7] or coronary
heart disease in adult life. In this work Barker extended the scope of his 1992 work to 16000
men and women born in Hertfordshire, again finding that death rates from cardiovascular disease
decreased with term infant birth weight.
A focus of this research is that of placental morphology. Recently Barker and colleagues have
published work examining placental weights, lengths (maximal diameter) and breadth [8]. Interest-
ingly, they found that with placentas with a small difference between length and breadth (i.e. more
round placentas), low birth weight was correlated with increased mortality, as well as a correlation
between increased mortality and rounder placentas. However, reducing placental morphology to
simply to two lengths is unlikely to represent the full chorionic plate complexity. Barker further
extends the ideas that placental shape have some effect on adult life by examining the association
between hypertension and placental weight and surface area [9]. They conclude that maternal
nutrition plays a key role in the effect of placental size upon the occurrence of adult hypertension.
This research highlights that placental shape can clearly linked to adult health, and potentially has
predictive value.
The implications of Barker’s work are far-reaching [10]. A better understanding of fetal devel-
opment suggests better predictive power of adult health risks. As the growth and health of the
fetus is primarily due to the function of the placenta, more quantitative knowledge of this organ is
clearly desirable. The fetal origins hypothesis forms the primary motivation for this research, and
the next section describes the data we use in more detail.
1.3 Pregnancy, Infection and Nutrition study
The data forming the basis of this research are from the Pregnancy, Infection and Nutrition (PIN)
study from North Carolina, 2002. This study recruited mid-pregnancy women to have detailed
placental examination, and included information about the health of the mother and baby. The
goal of the PIN study is to identify the origins of factors leading to pre-term delivery, in order to
introduce measures to reduce this kind of delivery [11]. Gross examination and histology reviews
were undertaken under the supervision of Dr. Carolyn Salafia at EarlyPath Clinical and Research
Diagnostics, New York [12].
The data used in this research is in two forms: histology tissue sections from placentas, and
digital images of whole chorionic plate surfaces, such as in Fig. 1.2. Studying the placenta over a
range of scales allows us to build a more complete picture of placenta growth and function, and
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to pinpoint subsystems that have the most significant correlation with birth weight and patholo-
gies (and thus potential predictive value). We firstly concentrate on the morphology of the whole
placenta. Each freshly-delivered placenta was trimmed of umbilical cord and extraplacental mem-
branes and placed on a flat surface. The distance from the site of membrane rupture to the nearest
chorionic plate edge was measured, and the placenta orientated so that this rupture was positioned
on the negative vertical axis, providing a biologically-consistent orientation. The chorionic plate
was photographed with a laboratory identification number and 3 cm of a plastic ruler in the field of
view. Using a standard digital camera (minimum image size of 2.3 mega-pixels), a trained observer
photographed each placenta, captured the (x, y) coordinates that marked the site of the umbilical
cord insertion and a series of points along the perimeter of the fetal surface. Points along the
perimeter were captured at most 1 cm apart, and less if required to represent more complex varia-
tions in perimeter. The data provided to me was in the form of sets of coordinate pairs de-marking
the perimeter of each placenta, along with the umbilical cord insertion location.
1.4 Placental morphology
1.4.1 Growth and morphology
The placenta is thought to develop uniformly outward from the site of umbilical cord insertion,
leading to a roughly circular shape. Whether vascular growth drives the lateral growth of placental
tissue or the vasculature follows the growth of the growth of the placenta itself is unknown. The
notion that the ‘average’ placenta is circular is a controversial topic, and will be discussed in more
detail later. The lateral growth of the placenta is due, in part, to the suitability of the lining of
the uterus (known as the maternal uteroplacental environment) for maternal blood supply. As
maternal blood solely supplies oxygen and nutrients, any deficiencies in supply can have adverse
effects on the placenta and the fetus. A deviation from a circular shape could thus indicate the
growing placenta experienced a region of poor maternal blood supply. This hypothesis, that the
placenta grows only where blood supply is sufficient, is called trophotropism [13]. Analysis of the
deviations of mature placental chorionic surface shapes from regularity (circular, or otherwise) can
provide information about the uterine environment.
The chorionic plate area and the placental vascular network dictate the amount of nutrients
taken from maternal blood and the efficiency with which they are transported to the fetus. Term
chorionic plate morphology is an aggregation of the growth (both vascular and non-vascular) leading
up to the final shape, and thus potentially provides information about growth processes, placental
health, and by extension, the child’s health.
The umbilical cord is usually attached near the centre of the placenta, but this is not always the
case; eccentric, marginal and velamentous cords inserted onto the extraplacental membranes are
not rare [14]. Figure 1.3 shows a placenta with a marginal (a) and a velamentous (b) cord insertion.
As mentioned previously, vascular branches emanate from the cord insertion point and cover the
chorionic surface before diving down into the placenta. This continued growth and branching
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Figure 1.2: An example digital photo of the placenta (chorionic surface) and umbilical cord from
the PIN study (umbilical cord insertion is shown with a green asterisk).
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Figure 1.3: Example placentas with (a) marginal cord insertion (location shown with a green
asterisk), and (b) velamentous cord insertion.
contributes to placental disk thickness.
Since 1961 placentas have been measured in a standard way, first laid out by Benirschke [15].
The standard measures include distance from the umbilical cord insertion point to the nearest edge
of the placenta, largest and smallest diameters, and thickness. Benirschke mentions that placentas
are usually round or oval, but can have other unusual shapes. However he states that ‘we know
little of their possible significance.’ Clearly the shapes mentioned, such as ‘round’ or ‘oval’, are
not quantitative. A mature placenta can take many shapes, from near-circular to multi-lobed to
star-shaped, but few reasons are given for this variety of morphology.
Salafia et al. [12] extend the ‘traditional’ measures associated with placental dimensions and
include ‘novel digital measures’ in their analysis of digital images of whole placentas from the PIN
study. These include the area of the chorionic plate, the radius of an area-equivalent circle, the stan-
dard deviation of the radius from centroid to perimeter and a measure of eccentricity (which here
differs slightly from the usual mathematical definition). The limitations of current measures, espe-
cially for complicated pregnancies (for which the placentas may have the most abnormal shapes),
are also discussed.
The new measures in Salafia’s work are used in a linear regression analysis comparing measures
of cord insertion, chorionic plate growth and placental weight to gestational age and birth weight.
Placental weight and birth weight have been known to positively correlate for some time (as would
be expected, given the intrinsic links between the two), but additional variance of gestational age
and birth weight is accounted for by their novel digital chorionic plate measures. Cord insertion
and morphology measures accounted for 35% of birth weight variance, a significant amount when
compared with gestational age accounting for 21% and placental weight 10% of birth weight vari-
ance respectively. Salafia [12] also finds a large difference in the amount of birth weight variance
accounted for by lateral chorionic growth and cord insertion between pre-term (63%) and term
(20%) cases.
Importantly, the new measures ‘capture greater variance than do the standard placental chori-
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onic plate growth measures’ [12]. This confirms that there is further information encoded within
the morphology of the placenta that can play a role in analysing the developmental environment
of the fetus.
A similar study, albeit older and less quantitative, was also undertaken in Sweden in the 1980s.
Nordenvall et al. examined 330 placentas for area, shape and cord insertion point [16]. They confirm
the correlation between placental weight and birth weight. However, on the point of morphology,
only placental configuration is recorded, leading to qualitative results such as ordinary, bilobate,
heart shape. The shapes were not found to correlate with pregnancy complications (hypertension
or pre-eclampsia), although the qualitative nature of the method restricts the value of that result.
One aim of our research is to compare quantitative measures of morphology with clinical factors
such as hypertension. The estimated number of lobes of a particular placenta and a marginal cord
insertion point (here defined as one that is within 3–4 cm of the perimeter) were found to correlate.
This suggested a link between the site of initial development of a placenta and its subsequent
growth.
Relationships between various fetal and maternal pathologies and placental size and shapes have
previously investigated. As well as the research presented by Barker described above [8, 9], Biswas
and Ghosh examine the placentas of fetuses associated with interuterine growth restriction (poor
fetal growth during pregnancy, IUGR) [17]. A qualitative measure of umbilical cord insertion is
recorded, along with placental weights, volumes and ‘diameters’ — again, not strictly measures of
morphology. The authors found that 11% of IUGR placentas had abnormally-placed cord insertions,
and were significantly smaller. Clearly there is a link between reduced fetal growth and placental
size and function.
Reduced fetal movement is associated with stillbirth, and thought to be due to the fetus con-
serving insufficient nutrients. Warrander et al. examine both macroscopic placental structure and
immunohistochemistry [18]. Reduced fetal movement placentas from ’poor outcomes’ were found
to be lighter, with a smaller surface area and non-central cord insertion. Again, this paper confirms
that placental morphology and cord insertion can have important implications for the health of the
child and warrant more quantitative analysis. A majority of the papers mentioned above still use
quite simple measures of determining shape (lengths and diameters, for example), and it is hope
that a more sophisticated analysis could produce interesting results.
1.4.2 Fractal growth and allometric scaling
In addition to the research regarding gross placental morphology, a number of authors have inves-
tigated the underlying vascular tree. Bergman and colleagues [19] present a paper examining the
fractal scaling properties of the placenta’s arterial tree. Using a box-counting algorithm, they find
the number of boxes N as a function of box width r needed to cover the vascular trees of twenty-
two placentas. The arterial trees themselves are obtained as x-ray angiograms converted to binary
images via an edge-detection algorithm. They find that N(r) scales as a power law over a certain
range of r, and, thus, the arterial tree (at least over this range) is fractal in nature. Their data
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Figure 1.4: A typical DLA simulation with 10000 particles. Each particle follows a random walk
until it sticks to the existing structure. This type of tree is similar to that used as the vascular
system of the model placenta in [2]. Generated with M. Stocks’ n-dimensional DLA simulator [3].
follow a power law just as well as a randomly-generated fractal would, leading to the conclusion
that there is some underlying mechanism that determines the branching of the placental arterial
tree over a wide range (if not all) scales. The authors also mention the probable balance required
between a large surface area for nutrient exchange and a low vascular network resistance.
More recently, a mathematical model for placental vascular growth has been developed by
Yampolsky and colleagues [2]. These authors use diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) to build a
three-dimensional vascular network which is then ‘fleshed out’ to create a model placenta. The
DLA model replicates the fractal nature of the vascular system, and is also tunable via a number
of parameters. DLA involves creating a random particle on the edge of some region of space
and allowing it to randomly walk until it makes contact with a central cluster of particles. By
changing the probability that a particle sticks to another in a cluster, different categories of final
placental shapes are created. For example, decreasing the sticking probability parameter early on
in the vascular development causes lobed final shapes. The three-dimensional shape of the model
placenta is created in two ways. Firstly, the bounding region is spherical, representing the uterine
wall. Secondly, DLA particles in the vascular tree are assigned a size based on their age and number
of ‘descendant’ particles (i.e. their position within a branch).
In addition to the creation of the placental growth model, Yampolsky uses allometric scaling
and the 3⁄4 rule [20]. The 3⁄4 rule suggests that metabolic rate B and body mass M are related via
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B ∽M 3/4, reflecting the fractal nature of the vascular system [21]. In the context of the placenta,
this relationship is expressed as (placental weight, PW and birth weight BW )[22, 23, 24]:
PW ∽ BW
3
4 . (1.1)
Effectively, placental weight is an analogue for metabolism and fetal mass represents body weight.
Yampolsky’s work posits that the gross morphology of the placenta is dependent on the underlying
vascular fractal, and hence deviation from a round shape with a central cord insertion should result
in differences from the normal 3⁄4 exponent. Changes in the whole placental shape, that contains
the vascular fractal, will change the relationship between birth weight and placental weight — and
hence β. The vascular network transports nutrients to the developing fetus, and any inefficiencies
in supply could result in a lower value of β To quantify this deviation from roundness, the standard
deviation of the radius and a roughness are defined. The roughness is defined here as the ratio
of the perimeter of the 2D chorionic plate to the perimeter of the smallest convex hull that can
contain the placenta. The authors find that the displacement of the umbilical cord insertion from
the centroid is correlated with a difference of the allometric exponent (denoted β) from 3⁄4, as is the
roughness. Both correlations are small in magnitude, although statistically significant, with the
conclusion that the cord insertion location and the gross shape reflect both the underlying vascular
fractal as well as the functional efficiency; ‘smaller birth weight for a given placental weight’.
The DLA model described in [2] has several unrealistic features. Firstly, the finite size of
a human placenta cannot be replicated via DLA; one must simply stop introducing particles at a
certain time. An automatic termination of growth would presumably be replicated via a model that
compared transport ‘income’ with some finite cost of expansion (for such an example modelling tree
leaves, see [25]). Secondly, the excellent variation in final placental shapes obtained by Yampolsky’s
model arise due to a manual change in the ‘stickiness’ parameter at some stage of growth. Whilst
some pathologies could potentially have this effect, one would imagine that not all influences on
vascular tree growth would affect the whole tree.
1.4.3 ‘Average’ placental shape
Salafia and Yampolsky have also published further work describing placental shape and the effects
of maternal and fetal pathology [26]. Using the same data from the PIN study (term pregnancies
only), a 500×500 grid of pixels was superimposed over images of each placenta (assigning a value
of 1 for a pixel within the chorionic plate) and various measure of shape were calculated. A median
shape was defined by vertically summing the values of pixels for all of the images. Any pixel with
a value of more than half the total number of images was included in the median shape. The
first shape measure was found by summing the pixels present in either a chorionic plate image
but not the median placenta, or vice-versa. The second measure of shape described in this paper
was calculated by dividing each perimeter into twenty 18° sectors from the cord insertion point,
averaging perimeter markers within each sector, and calculating the deviation of each sector from
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the average across the whole placenta. The authors found their median shape to be circular, with
a radius of 9.066 cm and the average sector radius agreed with this value. However, the mean
eccentricity of the perimeters was found to be 1.68 (the eccentricity as defined in this paper is the
ratio of the largest sector radius value to the smallest, giving a circle a value of 1). Although the
mean eccentricity found here suggests elliptical placentas are more common, the authors concluded
that as the median shape is circular, that is, deviations from circularity are equally likely to happen
in any direction.
The authors found that deviations from circularity were correlated with a change in the al-
lometric scaling exponent β. They also found that maternal uteroplacental vascular pathology
and fetoplacental vascular pathology were associated with a small increase in β. In this work the
placental images are orientated such the the perimeter point nearest the point of amniotic sac
rupture is aligned with the negative vertical axis. Importantly, the authors believe that this rup-
ture point provides a biologically-relevant reference point, so that all chorionic plate outlines are
aligned. Without this reference point, the placental outline is effectively randomly orientated, and
the ‘median shape’ method employed here would always produce a circle, no matter the distribu-
tion of shapes. Given the circular ‘average’ placenta found in this work, the authors conclude that
the commonly-found deviations from circularity are equally likely in any direction. The data used
here is the same as is available for our research, and the impact of this assumption on biological
orientation can be investigated.
Another group based in Cambridge published similar work [27] around the same time as that
of Salafia and Yampolsky. Pathak et al. analysed morphology from 861 placentas via a shape
eccentricity (defined as the ratio of distance between foci and length of the major axis of the best-
fit ellipse. A circle would thus have an eccentricity of zero) and a cord-centrality index. This group
found that the average umbilical cord insertion to centroid distance was not zero — implying that
‘normal’ cord insertion is not central. They also found that the mean eccentricity of their data was
0.49, from which they concluded that the ‘average’ placental shape was elliptical. Interestingly,
this group presented not only means and standard deviations (as is standard for the field), but
also histograms of their results. However, regardless of the shape of the underlying distribution,
a normal distribution function was overlaid. No statistically significant differences were found
between clinical groups for measures of eccentricity or cord insertion.
Obviously, these two groups of authors have come to different conclusions regarding the ‘average’
placental shape. This notion remains controversial, and was the subject of a recent Placenta
editorial [28]. The concept is important as it pertains to ‘fetal programming’, whereby if the ideal
shape is circular and the average shape is non-circular, the majority of placentas are altered (or
‘programmed’) in some fashion during their development. One aim of our research is to investigate
and clarify the idea of average shape. In addition, the findings that deviations from regularity are
not uncommon suggests that the lateral growth of the placental chorionic surface is not typically
a uniform process, but has an element of randomness. Quantification of this randomness is also
sought.
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1.4.4 Measures of placental efficiency
Finally we consider one more paper by Yampolsky and colleagues, which again utilises a DLA model
and allometry in the context of placental efficiency. In this paper [29], the authors examine the
role of cord insertion centrality upon both shape and placental efficiency (via the usual exponent
β). Chorionic plate perimeter points (from the PIN study mentioned previously) are joined via
straight lines to create a plate outline. Using straight lines to connect perimeter points is simple,
but it does not accurately reflect the underlying organic shape of the chorionic plate. One area
for investigation could be more applicable methods for recreating a smoother perimeter from the
discrete data points. Cord centrality is measured in three ways: via a simple distance from the
centre of mass, this distance divided by a placental diameter (it is unclear what this diameter is for
irregularly-shaped placentas) and a Fourier series-based calculation. This Fourier method involves
creating sixty 6° sectors and calculating the average radius within, thus forming a function r(θ)
(radius as a function of angle). The first Fourier coefficient of r(θ) is calculated, giving a measure
of the distance from the centre of mass to the cord insertion. (Again, the issues surrounding
highly irregular or multivalued placentas are not mentioned in this work). The authors also use the
measures of circularity from their other work [26]. In addition to gross morphology, consideration is
given to chorionic plate vasculature (the network of blood vessels on the fetal surface of the placenta)
of both digital images of real placentas and DLA-simulated placentas. The minimum distance from
each chorionic plate pixel to the nearest vascular pixel is calculated and normalised (divided by
the square root of the pixel area of the image). A lower value for this quantity signifies ‘better
penetration of the chorionic surface by the blood vessels.’ Using these quantitative methods, the
authors found that a non-central cord insertion causes deviations from regular vascular structure
(as would be expected), but interestingly does not change the ‘average’ shape (as measured by the
average radius of twenty radial sectors). A correlation between cord insertion displacement and
both placental weight and allometric scaling exponent β was found, leading the authors to suggest
that placentas with non-central cord insertions are less efficient and heavier than normal — thus
‘tend to produce smaller babies than normal placentas of the same weight.’ The authors conclude
that a lack of a correlation between maternal pathology and cord centrality suggests ‘it [non-central
cord insertion] is due to a deviation in a key early developmental placental process.’
1.5 Oxygen transport and vascular structure
1.5.1 Villous structure
In addition to the PIN data concerning whole placental shape, histology tissue sections were also
made available for this research. Placental vascular structure is geometrically complex, and nutrient
and oxygen transport can be broken down into a number of stages. As mentioned in the introduction
to the placenta (Sec. 1.1), the two umbilical arteries and vein branch out across the chorionic surface
and then down into the placenta. The vascular system branches repeatedly, eventually forming
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capillary loops and branches in an arborised structure. Surrounding the vasculature is a system of
villi containing structural tissue, stroma, and a membrane — the syncytiotrophoblast.
Oxygenated maternal blood enters the placenta through a number of spiral arteries located in
the basal plate (the side of the placenta connected to the uterine decidua) [30]. Maternal blood
flows around the villous tree (within the so-called intervillous space), and oxygen and nutrients
diffuse across the syncytiotrophoblast . It is thought that the sites of nutrient and gas exchange are
at the smallest level of villous branching, the terminal villi. Within terminal villi, fetal capillaries
dilate and push close to the syncytiotrophoblast, creating a very short diffusion distance — the
vasculosyncytial membrane. These dilated capillaries are known as sinusoids. Injection studies
have confirmed that the terminal villous channels are exclusively capillaries rather than lymphatic
or other types of intercellular channels [31, 32]. Oxygen diffuses across vasculosyncytial membranes
and villous stroma to fetal capillaries due to the oxygen concentration difference between oxygenated
maternal blood and deoxygenated fetal blood. The affinity of oxygen to fetal blood is greater than
that towards maternal blood [33], providing another ‘force’ driving oxygen transport from maternal
to fetal blood. At a given partial pressure of oxygen (or concentration), the amount of oxygen that
fetal haemoglobin can bind to is larger than that of maternal haemoglobin. The Bohr and Haldane
effects also play a role in oxygen transport, with blood plasma pH affecting the amount of oxygen
that can be carried by haemoglobin. Carbon dioxide diffuses into maternal blood (from the fetus)
thus lowering its pH and subsequent haemoglobin affinity whilst simultaneously increasing the fetal
blood’s haemoglobin oxygen affinity [33]. This facilitates oxygen transport from mother to fetus.
Conversely, deoxygenation of maternal blood increases its capacity to absorb carbon dioxide, and
this helps transport carbon dioxide from the fetus to the mother (the Haldane effect). Finally,
oxygenated fetal blood is then returned to the fetus via its vascular network.
For this research, placentas from the PIN study were shipped fixed in a volume of 10% buffered
formalin appropriate to their weight. Samples were taken perpendicular to the chorionic and basal
plates and dehydrated and embedded in paraffin prior to preparation with haematoxylin and eosin
stains. The regions of villi analysed were taken from carefully oriented tissue samples at the mid-
position between chorionic and basal plates near the edge of the central cavity found in many
placental functional units (placentomes). Here maternal flow is considered to be most uniform and
optimal for transport [34]. Uniform sampling at this level allowed the best control to compensate
for the fact that villi located in different positions within the intervillous space are subjected to
maternal blood of different oxygen concentration. Tissue samples were sectioned and digitised,
after which villus and capillary boundaries were identified by eye and manually traced by an expert
perinatal pathologist. Figure 1.5 is one such segmented digitised histology slide. With the sectioning
method utilised here, it is unavoidable that both terminal villi (containing few capillaries at the
periphery of the villus) and intermediate villi are captured (larger structures, containing many more
central capillaries).
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Figure 1.5: An example stained histology slide from the PIN study. The larger, primarily pink,
structures are villi within the intervillous space (IVS). TV are terminal villi, the primary site of
oxgyen transfer and IV intermediate villi. The smaller structures inside villi are fetal capillary
cross-sections (FC), some containing residual red blood cells. Villi and fetal capillaries have been
traced by hand.
1.5.2 Capillary structure and oxygen exchange
At the site of oxygen exchange, villous architecture has been previously investigated via a number
of methods. In 1985, Kaufmann and colleagues examined terminal and intermediate villi and blood
vessel structure from term placentas via histology and scanning electron microscopy of vessel casts
[31]. In this work, Kaufmann confirmed the classification of terminal villi as the final branches of the
vascular tree containing only capillaries and capillary sinusoids. Capillaries were found to occupy
more than 50% of stromal volume, and various diameters and lengths of villi and capillaries are
presented. The authors hypothesised that randomly distributed sinusoids have the effect of slowing
blood flow (potentially effecting oxygen transfer) and reducing vascular resistance. Terminal villous
vascular pathologies are also discussed, with abnormally large amounts of capillary branching,
dubbed ‘hypermaturity ’, and too little branching ‘terminal villus deficiency’ as well as the notion
that capillary growth is stimulated by hypoxia (low oxygen levels).
Scanning electron microscopy was again used in 1987 by Burton et al. [35] to investigate terminal
villous morphology. The diffusion distance at the vasculosyncytial membrane is measured, and it
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is noted that some intervillous distances are as small as a capillary-width. The morphological
consequences of pre-eclampsia are investigated, as the authors find ‘abnormally profuse branching.’
This work also highlights the extremely complex knot of fetal capillaries that can arise in terminal
villi, leading to non-trivial oxygen flow between maternal and fetal vascular systems. The authors
also hypothesise regarding capillary sinusoids, and contrary to Kaufmann’s view [31], they find a
larger degree of connectivity between capillary loops, lowering the vascular network resistance (and
thus removing the requirement that sinusoids decrease resistance).
Kingdom and Kaufmann discuss the mechanisms by which fetal capillaries develop in their paper
‘Oxygen and placental villous development: origins of fetal hypoxia’ [36]. This work described the
dilation of capillaries towards the syncytiotrophoblast (thus creating the vasculosyncytial region)
in order to minimise oxygen diffusion distances. Their proposed model for capillary growth is
that oxygen-deprived villous tissue releases ‘growth factors’ which cause fetal capillaries to ‘sprout’
or grow. This phenomenon is called angiogenesis, and can be branching or non-branching. The
authors also consider pre-placental and uteroplacental hypoxia to increase the capillary volume
fraction (the amount of capillary per villus).
Structural measurements of the placenta (from histology) have also been used in the past to
relate to function, via the calculation of a diffusing capacity [37]. This diffusing capacity is the
volume of gas transferred per minute, per gas partial pressure gradient. The transfer of oxygen
from maternal blood to fetal blood is compartmentalised into transitions from maternal erythrocytes
(red blood cells) to plasma, across the vasculosyncytial membrane and stroma into fetal plasma and
erythrocytes. Each of these stages is given a diffusing capacity, calculated from some measurements.
The diffusing capacity of the syncytiotrophoblast and villous stroma is calculated from the total
fetal capillary and chorionic villi surface areas and the harmonic mean thickness of the membrane.
From systematic random tissue samples, the authors measure various diffusion distances and surface
areas. The authors find that 60–80% of resistance to oxygen diffusion arises because of the ‘villous
membrane’ (which in this work encompasses vasculosyncytial membrane, stroma and fetal capillary
membrane). The authors also measure the relevant harmonic mean distances, and compare these
to the findings of previous work. One conclusion from this work was that the diffusing capacity
as estimated by morphometric methods was higher than values suggested by physiological means.
Whilst this difference could arise from the difficulties in obtaining a physiological value, the authors
also hypothesised that the human placenta potentially has some reserve functional capacity (similar,
although to a much smaller extent, to the lung).
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1.6 Mathematical description of oxygen transport
1.6.1 Villous oxygen transport
Alongside the experimental research investigating the anatomical structure of the placenta, a num-
ber of authors have developed mathematical models of oxygen transport in the human placenta.
As our data takes the form of the geometry of terminal villous structures, the summary of previous
research will be centred around mathematical models related to this stage of oxygen transport.
In 1969, Kirschbaum et al. published a mathematical model of oxygen detailing oxygen diffusion
between maternal and fetal blood in a concurrent flow model [38]. The model describes a ‘cell’ of
certain width and height equivalent to the entire placental exchange surface with constant flow rates
and outflow oxygen concentrations equal (i.e. efficient diffusion). The total oxygen concentration
of the system is equal to the concentration of dissolved oxygen plus the amount of oxygen bound
to haemoglobin. Finally, variation in oxygen partial pressure is proportional to the difference in
partial pressures between fetal and maternal blood.
Kirschbaum investigates the effect of maternal and fetal shunts on the system (which are short-
circuits in the system, a route for blood to bypass the placenta). The authors compare their model
with measured values from sheep placentas. They find that the non-linear oxygen-haemoglobin
dissociation curve contributes to low fetal oxygen partial pressures during maternal hypoxia.
Lardner et al. use a very similar model to Kirschbaum, examining how fetal oxygen uptake
varies with a re-scaled diffusion coefficient [39]. Their dimensionless diffusion coefficient includes
a total oxygen exchange area, membrane thickness, fetal blood flow rate and the tissue diffusion
coefficient. The authors demonstrate how their model implies how fetal oxygen uptake is quite
insensitive to membrane thickness and exchange area over a certain range. Fetal oxygen partial
pressure is represented as a function of various model parameters such as blood flow rates.
The transfer of carbon dioxide across the placenta was investigated by Hill and colleagues in
1973 [40]. Their model was analogous to an electrical circuit, with current equalling CO2 move-
ments, resistors diffusion resistances of membranes, and capacitors CO2 storage (in various forms),
respectively. Oxygen transfer is also included in their model, due to its chemical effects on CO2
transport. The transport system is divided into four compartments (maternal and fetal blood cells
and plasma), with conservation laws applied at the intersection of biologically-relevant pairs of
compartments and the rate of change of oxygen concentration being proportional to the difference
in oxygen partial pressures between two compartments. The proportionality constants include dif-
fusion capacity, oxygen-haemoglobin reaction rates and values characterising diffusion through red
blood cell membranes.
The oxygen transport aspect of this model is based on earlier work by Hill [41] modelling the
change of oxygen partial pressure as a single capillary of equivalent volume to the whole capil-
lary system. At each point along this effective ‘capillary’, diffusion is stationary, but blood flow
introduces time-dependence into the system, and maternal and fetal oxygen partial pressures are
calculated as a function of time (or equivalently as distance along the capillary). The authors
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discuss the limitations of their model — namely that simple concurrent flow does not match the
physiological complexity. The model does, however, give a good basis for investigations of arterial
oxygen tensions and fetal and maternal flow rates.
Reneau et al. provide a good summary of a range of placental oxygen transport models [42].
The first model they discuss models a terminal villus as a system of radially symmetric concentric
cylinders, with solely radial diffusion. Time-dependent oxygen transport via both diffusion and
convection is modelled, with steady-state initial conditions. The authors investigate the effects of
a change in maternal blood flow velocity, either via a step or cyclical variation. Oxygen tension
is found to respond quickly to the maternal flow variation, with the response dependent upon the
size (and frequency) of the flow change. More complex models are considered, including additions
such as placental oxygen consumption, concurrent versus countercurrent flows and fetal organ
compartments — for example, the authors investigate the effect of contractions (simulated as
cyclical variations in maternal blood flow) upon the oxygen partial pressure in the fetal brain.
In 1992, work by Costa and colleagues examined the anatomical structure of the vasculature
in more detail in the context of mathematical modelling [43]. They model capillary transport as a
pool exchanger of many small sequential elements, with maternal oxygen partial pressure constant
(and no maternal blood flow) and stationary one-dimensional diffusion across a tissue barrier. The
oxygen into each element is set to equal the oxygen leaving the previous element via flow plus oxygen
absorbed into fetal blood cells. The authors consider laminar flow in straight capillary tracts and
‘whirling’ blood motion in capillary sinusoids — the proportion of which was also varied. Results
are presented that suggest increased number of sinusoids increase fetal oxygen partial pressure.
Fetal oxygenation decreases over gestational time, which agrees with experimental data to within
10%. Pathological impacts were modelled, for example an increase in tissue barrier thickness caused
by ‘premature ageing’ of placenta tissue (which led to decreased oxygenation).
The models above all describe placental oxygen transfer in terms of one-dimensional diffusion,
with or without some elements of blood flow and diffusion is nearly always assumed to be stationary.
Whole placental transport is modelled using one ‘capillary’ with suitable equivalent dimensions, or
single-capillary transport is modelled. However, the actual underlying geometry of the exchange
structures (the terminal villi) is ignored, thus spatial effects have not been investigated. In addi-
tion, concurrent or counter-current flow models may not sufficiently represent the complexity of
maternal blood flow around the villous tree. Complex metabolic exchanges involving haemoglobin
dissociation curves are also often used.
1.6.2 Intervillous oxygen transport
In addition to the models describing oxygen transport across a tissue barrier (the vasculosyncytial
membrane and stroma), a number of investigators have looked at transport in the intervillous space
(the area surrounding the villous tree). Heilmann and colleagues modelled the area above one spiral
artery as a two-component space — a ‘fast flow’ area and an absorption zone [44]. Oxygenated
maternal blood flows at high velocity into the funnel-shaped fast-flow area (free from villi), and
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slows down into the exchange area, modelled as a 20µm channel. Time dependent diffusion was
calculated, and the effects of an intervillous space blockage (by an aggregation of red blood cells)
were investigated. A reduction in maternal flow was found to have a rapid effect on fetal oxygen
partial pressure.
More recently, Chernyavsky et al. have also investigated intervillous blood flow, and also present
a summary of previous research [45]. These authors approximate the complex geometry of the
intervillous space as an undeformable porous medium with an optional central cavity. Viscous blood
obeying Darcy’s law enters their system from a source at the centre of a hemisphere (representing a
placentome) and leaves via sinks. Spatial pressure and flow distributions are found and normalised
concentrations are plotted throughout placentomes with different characteristics. The effect of the
central cavity is discussed, with the conclusion that a certain (intermediate) size of cavity results
in a balance between resistance to perfusion and tissue available for nutrient uptake (both decrease
with increased cavity size). The authors hypothesise that a central cavity may ‘shield villous tissue
from harmful shear stresses’.
1.6.3 Similarities with pulmonary oxygen transport
Oxygen transport in the human lung is a well-studied system, and a comparison with pulmonary
oxygen transport may be helpful for investigating oxygen transport in the placenta. In particular,
diffusional screening may have relevance to the placental system. The network of fetal capillaries
within a villus can be very dense and complex, and screening effects are likely to occur. Diffusional
screening in the placenta is where central capillaries (or villi, in the intervillous space) are shielded
from areas of high oxygen concentration by more peripheral capillaries. Figure 1.6 illustrates the
low (blue and green areas, panel (b)) oxygen concentration gradient in the centre of the villus
caused by the presence of many capillaries ‘shielding’ this area.
In the lung, diffusional screening is thought to be the source of pulmonary reserve — whilst
diffusional screening operates at rest, in exercise increased respiratory rates create a more uniform
alveolar gas. This reduces the effects of acinar geometry on alveolar oxygen tension and eliminates
diffusional screening. In the placenta, diffusional screening may be more problematic, as the ‘resting’
placenta normally receives 40-50% of fetal cardiac output, and normal maternal intervillous flows
are ∼ 600–700 ml/min [46]. Thus the normal placenta more closely resembles an exercising lung,
and has little capacity to increase oxygen uptake.
A review of a number of papers modelling oxygen transport in the lung may be useful. Estima-
tion of a diffusing capacity for the lung (via methods similar to the placenta [37]) was undertaken
by Gehr et al. [47] and found that the morphological aspects of diffusing capacity of the lung
more closely related to the physiological diffusing capacity measured whilst exercising, indicating
pulmonary reserve. Felici and colleagues use a three-dimensional approximation of real human
lung acini and simulate oxygen diffusion using random walks [48]. They find evidence for diffu-
sional screening in this geometry, and suggest that the established notion of a ‘uniform alveolar
gas’ should be reinterpreted as the spacial average of a gas distribution. Grebenkov and co-workers
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Figure 1.6: An example result from a simulation of intravillous oxygen transport. Panel (a) shows
the villus and capillary outlines from a histology slide. Panel (b) shows the resulting simulated
gradient of oxygen concentration (indicative of oxygen flux), plotted on a log scale, Red indicates a
high gradient and blue a low one. Intervillous space is shown in light grey and fetal capillaries in dark
grey. The effects of diffusional screening can be clearly seen by the very low oxygen concentration
gradient towards the centre of the villus, with peripheral capillaries ‘screening’ central ones.
consider Laplacian transport on a branched structure as well as towards irregular interfaces — both
of which are applicable to the lung, and generalisation of the equations within this work could be
applied to the placenta [49, 50].
1.7 Organisation of Thesis
This Thesis is organised as follows: Firstly, gross placental shape is investigated by quantifying
chorionic plate morphology in chapter 2. Two methods are discussed, one using Fourier series and
the other a general method of moments. Probability distributions of the characteristic variables
describing shape are then found, and the various distribution properties discussed. The implications
of various distribution shapes on growth are examined. Correlations between clinical data associated
with each placenta and its morphological quantities are also investigated.
Secondly, a model for oxygen transport in terminal villi is proposed in chapter 3. The model
equations are derived and assumptions detailed, and the numerical method is then briefly de-
scribed. Diffusional transport efficiency and diffusional screening are quantified before our results
are presented and discussed. In chapter 4, relationships between clinical data and oxygen transport
are more closely examined, including a number of methods for aggregating the data from many
thousands of capillaries. Finally, in chapter 5, conclusions are presented with ideas for future work.
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1.8 Relation to Physics
1.8.1 Statistics of probability distributions and growth
Growth phenomena are prevalent in physics and characterising growth via probability distributions
has been applied to surface growth, for example. The final placental shape ‘encodes’ a great deal
of information about the life of the placenta and fetus up to delivery. Trying to deduce information
regarding this growth from the shape is complex, especially in this biological setting.
The differences between simple growth processes such as the basic random walk and geometric
Brownian motion result in quantitatively different characteristic probability distributions. Thus
a morphological property that follows a Le´vy-like distribution, as opposed to a Gaussian, has
interesting ramifications, and can suggest fundamentally-different growth.
1.8.2 Diffusion in complex geometries
The structure of the vascular system in the placenta is rather complex, leading to non-trivial oxygen
diffusion. The calculation and simulation of diffusion (and Laplace’s equation) is a well-established
physics problem. Solving diffusion in regular geometries is quite straightforward, but complex
geometries provide more of a challenge. Such geometries arise in a number of applications, such as
electrode / electrolyte problems, transport across membranes or other biological settings (such as
in the lungs), as well as the placenta. Approximate, or ‘effective’, geometries have been applied to
diffusion in the placenta before, but this work is the first to do so with realistic geometries. The
biological implications of the physics, such as the relationship between diffusional screening and
angiogenesis, also make this an interesting problem.
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Chapter 2
Measurement and characterisation of
chorionic plate morphology
Term chorionic plate outline is the culmination of placental growth processes, both vascular and
non-vascular. By quantifying the diverse range of placental morphologies, we hope to discover more
information regarding the developmental environment of the fetus. The response of the placenta
to the uterine environment, linked via the fetal origins hypothesis to lifelong health, is potentially
reflected in the final morphology. As discussed in Sec. 1.4, quantification of morphology has been
undertaken via some roughness function, similar to a standard deviation of the radius along the
perimeter. Previous work with the same data made available to this project [2, 12] solely used the
recorded perimeter data points, or connected these points with straight lines — giving a rather
discrete chorionic plate perimeter. In reality, the outline of an organic shape is likely to be a much
smoother function. We use a Fourier series to represent the placental perimeter. By quantify-
ing morphology in a more sophisticated way, we aim to investigate correlations between clinical
pathologies and placental shape. As mentioned in Chapter 1, a growing body of evidence suggests
that placental shape, as the final manifestation of lateral growth in the uterine environment, is
closely related to functional efficiency and thus the ultimate health of the fetus. Many previous
studies have utilised simple measures of shape such as diameters or lengths, and more information
is potentially available regarding the health of the placenta from a more complex analysis. Our
two methods for quantifying shape are via a Fourier Series and via moments. We also hypothesise
that the distributions of the variables we calculate could potentially reveal clues as to placental
growth, and that by assuming a normal distribution for results, one may be discarding information
regarding the placentas.
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of how radius as a function of angle is calculated in [2]. Within each
18° sector (red dashed line) the perimeter points’ positions (blue dots) are averaged — giving one
radial marker (red dot). For a ‘multi-valued’ chorionic plate outline, the average radial marker in
a given 18° sector may not accurately represent the underlying geometric complexity.
2.1 Mathematical definitions
2.1.1 Fourier series
Given a set of N (x, y) perimeter points (see Sec. 1.3 for detail), coordinates are transformed such
that the mean point (xc, yc), defining a centroid, is at the origin. Thus, the k perimeter points
(xk, yk) become (x
′
k, y
′
k) centred at (0, 0). The centroid is chosen as the origin of our perimeter
functions to allow for a better quantification of morphology of the whole chorionic plate, and
provide quantitative measures of shape independent of cord insertion location.
xc =
1
N
N∑
k=1
xk , yc =
1
N
N∑
k=1
yk . (2.1)
x′k = xk − xc , y′k = yk − yc. (2.2)
In the work of Yampolsky et al. angular sectors are taken, within which perimeter markers are
averaged, giving a radius as a function of angle [2, 29]. However, we believe that this approach
does not accurately reflect multivalued (i.e. non-bijective) perimeters (see Fig. 2.1).
To overcome this problem, we transform from an (x′, y′) representation to r(s), where r is the
radius (distance from the origin) at some arc length s along the perimeter. The N perimeter points
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undergo this transformation to a set of points (rk, sk). The Fourier series with λ terms is then
obtained:
r(s) =
a0
2
+
λ∑
n=1
[
an cos
(
2pisn
L
)
+ bn sin
(
2pisn
L
)]
. (2.3)
Where L is the total perimeter length, and the Fourier coefficients are given by:
an =
2
L
N∑
k=1
rk cos
(
2piskn
L
)
, (2.4)
bn =
2
L
N∑
k=1
rk sin
(
2piskn
L
)
. (2.5)
Figure 2.2 illustrates the procedure of transforming discrete perimeter points (panel a) to the
continuous Fourier series (panel d).
The lower-order Fourier coefficients capture information about the gross shape (Fig. 2.3, panel
(a)), whereas higher order coefficients are required to accurately recreate rapidly-varying perimeters
or those with significant deviations from circularity. The distance between data points describing
each chorionic plate perimeter can vary depending on how rapidly the perimeter changes. Using
higher Fourier terms to accurately describe the rapidly-varying sections of perimeter has the unfor-
tunate effect of introducing unwanted oscillations in slowly-varying sections of the outline (Fig. 2.3,
panel (b)). By creating some linearly-interpolated points between actual data points, this effect
can be suppressed, and both features of the perimeter are correctly recreated by the Fourier series.
Effectively the numerical integrations required to calculate the Fourier coefficients are undertaken
with smaller trapezia. We use λ = 20 coefficients to fully capture all perimeter information without
introducing spurious outline oscillations (Fig. 2.3, panel (c)), this number is below the number of
data points per perimeter outline. Whilst we acknowledge that introducing linearly interpolated
points is making assumptions about the data, it was known from the image capture process that
the placental perimeter did not vary rapidly between data points. In addition, we feel that our
assumption is more physiologically accurate than simply connecting the perimeter data points with
straight line segments.
A Cartesian representation of the perimeter can also be obtained via the Fourier series method,
with xk and yk replacing rk in Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5. An advantage of using a Fourier series to represent
the 2D perimeter is that many characteristic variables can be calculated directly from the Fourier
coefficients. We define the roughness, or root-mean-squared deviation from circularity as:
W 2 =
1
L
∫ L
0
[r(s)− rav]2 ds. (2.6)
Where rav is the average radius of the placenta. W would equal zero for a circular placenta
(using the cord insertion point as the origin, rather than the centroid, would mean this would not
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Figure 2.2: Four panels showing the transformation of discrete perimeter points to a Fourier series.
Panel (a) shows original data points, and (b) their transformed position in the (r, s) coordinate
space. The Fourier series (2.3) is fitted to these points (c) and can be represented in the original
geometry (d).
be the case). Roughness can be written in terms of Fourier coefficients (see Appendix B):
W 2 =
1
2
∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)
. (2.7)
Another measure of circularity is a correlation function. This measures the root-mean-squared
deviations of pairs of points along the perimeter:
C2(s) =
1
L
∫ L
0
[r(t+ s)− r(t)]2 dt, (2.8)
C2(s) = 2
∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)
sin2
(pisn
L
)
. (2.9)
Our roughness measureW provides a single number associated with each perimeter, with a small
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Figure 2.3: Panel (a) shows a Fourier series with 7 coefficients in blue fitted to the data. Slowly-
varying portions of the perimeter are correctly captured. Panel (b) shows the effect of increasing
the number of Fourier coefficients to 15, allowing more rapidly-changing parts of the perimeter to
be represented. However, in this case, other parts of the perimeter are no longer correctly captured.
Panel (c) shows the effect of introducing linearly-interpolated points between the data. Both slowly-
and rapidly-varying portions of the perimeter are correctly reproduced.
value indicating circularity, whereas the correlation produces a function for each perimeter, i.e. the
difference between values of r(s) as a function of the separation between them. The correlation
function corresponds to a roughness that is spatially resolved along the perimeter, and the two are
related in Eq. 2.10.
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∫ L
0
C2(s)ds = L
∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)
= 2LW 2. (2.10)
2.1.2 Moments
Another commonly-used technique for the analysis of two-dimensional shapes is the general theory
of moments [51]. We define a function that has the value one inside the chorionic plate perimeter
and zero outside as f(x, y), which can be created from our Fourier series. The (p, q)th moment is
defined as:
µp,q =
∫∫
xpyq f(x, y) dx dy. (2.11)
The area of the chorionic plate is then:
A =
∫∫
f(x, y) dx dy = µ0,0. (2.12)
A best-fit ellipse (or ‘image ellipse’) can be found from the second- and fourth-order moments. This
ellipse is centred at the centroid of the chorionic plate and its semi-major and semi-minor axes a
and b, respectively, are the perpendicular lines that pass through the centroid [52]. An example
chorionic plate silhouette and associated image ellipse are shown in Fig. 2.4.
a =
√
2


µ2,0 + µ0,2 +
[
(µ2,0 − µ0,2)2 + 4µ21,1
] 1
2
µ0,0


1
2
(2.13)
b =
√
2


µ2,0 + µ0,2 −
[
(µ2,0 − µ0,2)2 + 4µ21,1
] 1
2
µ0,0


1
2
. (2.14)
The orientation of the ellipse can also be calculated from the moments of f(x, y). The tilt-angle,
φ, anticlockwise from the original x axis is given by:
φ =
1
2
tan−1
(
2µ1,1
µ2,0 − µ0,2
)
. (2.15)
Higher-order moments include quantities such as skewness and kurtosis of x and y projections
of the placental shape (for example, the x-projection is the image obtained by summing over all
pixels in the x-direction, see Fig. 2.5). The skewness measures the asymmetry with respect to
the mean of projections of the image onto the x- and y-axes, viewed as distributions. Similarly,
the kurtosis measures the peakedness or flatness of these projections relative to that of a normal
distribution, whose kurtosis has the value 3. Thus, a positive (resp., negative) kurtosis means that
the distribution is more (resp., less) peaked than a normal distribution. Each chorionic plate can
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Figure 2.4: A silhouette of a chorionic plate and its associated image (best fit) ellipse — a disc
with the same area and second moments as the chorionic plate.
also been represented by an ellipse, whose eccentricity and orientation are determined by the zeroth
and first moments.
2.1.3 Probability distribution functions
Whatever the calculation, the standard methodology in the medical field often involves the compu-
tation of a mean and standard deviation or standard error. What is lacking is the natural extension
to this — the probability distribution of the underlying variable. We propose that examination
of distributions can potentially reveal information about underlying growth processes. The mor-
phology of the chorionic plate is subject to large variation — can we understand the source of this
variation? Manifestations of randomness are likely, as seen by the small number of perfectly round
placentas with central cord insertions. Obviously in the context of the term human placentas the
complexity of growth means that this information concerning growth processes is hidden in com-
plexity, and forming conclusions is difficult, but to only consider the mean and standard deviation
implies information is being discarded. In addition, the implicit assumption that variables are
normally distributed could potentially lead to incorrect conclusions.
Distributions and implications for growth processes
In physics, the roughness of a surface is a measure of the fluctuations of the height, and surfaces
created by different processes are characterised by different roughness distributions [53]. It is hoped
that by looking at the distributions associated with perimeter morphology, clues to the growth
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Characteristic Definition Formula
Area, A Area within chorionic plate µ00
Centroid Geometric centre of area within
chorionic plate
(
µ10
µ00
, µ01µ00
)
Eccentricity, e Eccentricity of bounding ellipse
(
1− b
2
a2
) 1
2
Kurtosis,
(Kx,Ky)
Peakedness relative to normal dis-
tribution of image projections onto
x− and y−axes
(
µ4,0
µ32,0
− 3, µ0,4
µ30,22
− 3
)
Skewness, Sx, Sy Asymmetry of image projections
onto x− and y−axes
(
µ3,0
µ
3/2
2,0
,
µ0,3
µ
3/2
0,2
)
Roughness, W Standard deviation of chorionic out-
line from the average radius
[
1
2
∑∞
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)] 1
2
Integrated corre-
lation function, C
Integrated spacially-resolved rough-
ness function
2
√
2
pi L
∑∞
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
) 1
2
Table 2.1: Formulae for measures of chorionic plate morphology.
processes of the placenta can be found.
The most common probability distribution is the Gaussian, or normal, distribution. The prob-
ability density of this distribution is completely characterised by its mean µ and standard deviation
σ. Normal distributions are so common because of the central limit theorem, which states that
such distributions are the cumulative result of a large number of additive random events [54]. If we
consider a simple random walk driven by a coin toss — a walker moves up one step with a throw
of heads, and down with tails. A graph of position over time shows this random walk, and the
distribution of final positions of many walkers tends to a normal distribution. This is because final
position is a sum of a large number of random independent events. Figure 2.6 shows one particular
random walk generated by the coin-tossing procedure described above. The normal distribution of
correctly-scaled final positions of many walkers arises due to the central limit theorem.
A related distribution is the lognormal , which is the probability of a variable whose logarithm is
normally distributed [55]. The lognormal is a skewed distribution, which occurs when averages are
low, variances comparatively large, and values of the quantity being measured cannot be negative.
The lognormal distribution is characterised by values µ and σ, which are related to the mean E
and variance V of the [lognormally-distributed] data by:
µ = ln(E)− 1
2
ln
(
1 +
V
E2
)
(2.16)
σ2 = ln
(
1 +
V
E2
)
(2.17)
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Figure 2.5: Chorionic plate silhouette and associated x and y projections created by summing the
pixels in one direction. Skewness, Sx, Sy and Kurtosis, Kx,Ky, relate to these projections.
This distribution is the cumulative result of a large number of multiplicative random events.
Figure 2.7 shows how some ‘growth’ processes result in a lognormal distribution. The sample path
is generated via a multiplicative process, namely geometric brownian motion, and the distribution
of final positions is lognormal.
A distribution that is qualitatively different from the normal and log-normal distributions is the
symmetric Le´vy distribution [56, 57]. The main distinguishing characteristic of Le´vy (alpha-stable)
distributions is that the probability of extreme variations decay like a power of that variation.
Hence, the occurrence of such variations is far more likely than for a normal distribution, which
decays exponentially.
p(x;α, γ) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
e−γk
α
cos(kx)dx (2.18)
α is the stability parameter, and varies between 0 and 2, with α = 2 recovering a normal
distribution. γ > 0 is a width parameter and the Le´vy distribution must be calculated numerically
except for when α equals 1 or 2.
Le´vy distributions arise from additive random events which may involve quite large changes
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Figure 2.6: A sample one-dimensional random walk generated via the coin-tossing procedure. The
distribution of final positions after many steps tends to normal.
[58]. In contrast, the events that result in the normal and lognormal distributions are comparatively
small. Figure 2.8 shows how a Le´vy flight results in a Le´vy distribution of final positions. The
probability of large jumps is higher than for a simple random walk. A normal distribution would
underestimate the tails of the distribution as well as the peak.
2.2 Results and analysis
2.2.1 Chorionic plate area
The chorionic plate area was calculated for N = 1207 placentas. Area was calculated from the
Cartesian representations [x(s), y(s)] via the usual parametric expression:
A =
∫ L
0
y(s)
dx
ds
ds. (2.19)
In our Fourier representation the area can be more easily calculated as:
A =
N∑
n=1
npi (aynb
x
n − bynaxn) . (2.20)
Where ayn is a Fourier coefficient of y(s) etc. The zeroth moment µ0,0 also provides a measure of
the chorionic plate area. All three methods provide area measures within 0.05% of each other (the
difference between the values is from the discretisation of the shape into finite pixels, and that we
calculate a finite, rather than infinite sum for the Fourier series). The mean and standard deviation
of chorionic plate area is presented in Table 2.2 and compared with values obtained from the same
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Figure 2.7: A random walk generated as a geometric Brownian motion — a multiplicative process.
Here the final positions are lognormally distributed.
Mean ± standard deviation (cm2) 285.3 ± 69.1
Value from Salafia et al. [12] 284 ± 66
Value from Salafia et al. [26] 285.6 ± 60.8
Table 2.2: Result for chorionic plate perimeter and comparison with values established via alter-
native methods.
data via different methods. The values are in excellent agreement, suggesting our Fourier method
reproduces perimeters at least as well as methods used in [12] (perimeter formed by connecting
measured points) and [26] (‘median’ shape method).
To create a probability distribution of placental area, area was normalised by dividing by its
mean to give a variable A/Aav . This was ‘binned’ into a histogram; probabilities f , or relative
frequencies, were calculated by multiplying the fraction of the total number of data points within
each bin by the bin width (here 0.1). This method of plotting histograms allows easy comparison
between different measures (e.g. area, roughness) by eliminating units, as well as standard proba-
bility distributions. Figure 2.9 shows the chorionic plate area distribution with three fitted curves.
The normal and lognormal curves were fitted using the mean and standard deviation of the data,
and the Le´vy distribution fitted via a least-squares method. The Le´vy parameters produced were
α = 1.62±0.02 and γ = 0.046±0.04. The right-hand panels of Fig. 2.9 show the same distributions
on a semi-log scale. These plots emphasise the tails of the distributions.
The normal and lognormal distributions reproduce the main shape of the area distribution. The
peak near the mean is slightly underestimated, and the lognormal distribution fits the tail of large
values better than the normal. However the Le´vy distribution clearly provides the best fit near the
peak and for the right tail. Thus the decay of probability of ‘extreme’ values for large area placentas
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Figure 2.8: A one-dimensional Le´vy flight and associated distribution of final positions. The Le´vy
distribution has larger tails and a higher central peak than a normal distribution. Note the large
‘jumps’ in the random walk.
more closely follows a power law. Interestingly the normal distribution fits the low value tail (left)
better, suggesting that the overall distribution could be composed of two sub-distributions. This
may imply that different fundamental growth processes are responsible for small placentas than
average-sized or large ones. For example, small placentas (following a normal distribution) arise
due to the addition of some small independent random steps. Larger placentas arise via growth
processes more akin to the Le´vy flight — with much higher probabilities of large growth steps,
infinite variance, or possibly correlated small steps.
2.2.2 Perimeter roughness and correlation
Probability distributions of morphological variables were found to be significantly skewed, and thus
the only distribution we chose to fit was the lognormal distribution. As above, the distributions
were created by plotting the mean-normalised variable against its probability and again, semi-log
plots are provided to highlight the curve fit around the tails (Fig. 2.10). As would be expected
from Eq. 2.10, the distributions for roughness and integrated correlation function are similar.
The lognormal distributions plotted in Fig. 2.10 provide a good qualitative fit, but are lacking
in a number of areas. The peak is underestimated by the lognormal function, as are large positive
deviations from the mean. If the roughness and integrated correlation function distributions are
plotted on a log-log scale, the form of the right tail becomes a little clearer. Figure 2.11 shows that
the tails follow a power law decay, as indicated by the linear fits. The fairly large amount of scatter
is due to the small number of placentas in the tail, but the linear fits are still acceptable. The
power law decay of the tails is again analogous with some Le´vy-like growth processes, although we
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Figure 2.9: Probability distributions of chorionic plate area. Probabilities (f) plotted against
normalised area variable (A/Aav) as histograms in (a), (c) and (e). Plotted as scatter plots on
semi-log axes in (b), (d) and (f). (a) and (b) show a fitted normal distribution in green, (c) and
(d) lognormal in blue and (e) and (f) Le´vy in red.
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Figure 2.10: Probability distibutions of perimeter roughness (a,b) and integrated correlation func-
tion (c,d) with fitted lognormal distributions.
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Figure 2.11: Distributions of roughness (a) and integrated correlation function (b) plotted on log-
log scales. Linear fits to the tails are indicative of power law decays, dashed lines show the range
associated with each fit. The linear fit in (a) has a gradient of −3.3± 0.4 and in (b) −2.5± 0.4.
have been unable to fit a symmetric Le´vy curve to the whole distribution. It is worth noting that
our power-law analysis is only carried out over half a decade, given the data available, and so this
conclusion is somewhat cautious.
2.2.3 Distance from centroid to cord insertion position
It is thought that the placenta develops outward from the cord insertion location, so any distance
between the centroid of the placenta and its cord insertion suggests some anisotropic growth.
A central cord insertion implies lateral growth is not skewed in any particular direction. The
distribution of centroid-cord insertion distances is shown in Fig. 2.12, and again its highly-skewed
nature means only a lognormal fit is suitable.
The mean value of centroid to cord insertion distance we calculated was 3.70 ± 2.26 cm, com-
parable with values from Salafia [12] of 3.6 ± 2.4 cm. In that work only means and standard
deviations were presented, so we are unable to compare distributions. It is arguable that given
lognormally-distributed data, the notion of mean ± standard deviation is misleading [55]. In the
work of Pathak et al. [27] a cord centrality index is defined — the ratio of the distance from cord
insertion to centroid to half the largest diameter. Pathak’s, Salafia’s, and our work suggest that an
absolutely central cord insertion is not most common, but rather some small deviation is.
Whilst normalising the cord-centroid distance for size may be useful, using the largest diame-
ter for ‘size’ introduces other potential problems when dealing with the most abnormally-shaped
placentas. If our centroid to cord insertion distance is normalised for placental size by dividing it
by chorionic plate area, the shape of the distribution remains wholly the same (Fig. 2.13). The
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Figure 2.12: Probability distribution of centroid to cord insertion location distance and fitted
lognormal distribution.
lognormal distribution provides a good fit for the cord-centroid distance, slightly overestimating
the peak of the distribution (and its position), but providing a good fit for the distribution tail.
Again, the significant scatter associated with the largest values arises because of the small number
of placentas in this region. The lognormal fit suggests some multiplicative growth process associated
with deviations from isotropic growth, but as with all of the conclusions regarding distributions,
the manifestation of the actual growth process is rather complex and hard to distinguish without
a model.
2.2.4 Placental shape from the general theory of moments
Image ellipses (‘best-fit’) were calculated for each of the chorionic plates in the study cohort, along
with higher moments from which to calculate skewness and kurtosis. Figure 2.14 shows a selection of
placentas with their associated image ellipses. Clearly some placentas more closely fit their best-fit
ellipses than others. The higher moments of the ‘irregular’ placentas have larger values, as would be
expected from Eq. 2.11. However, even the seemingly poorly-fitting ellipses still have the same area,
orientation and second moments as their underlying chorionic plates. Eccentricity, a moment-based
measure of circularity, skewness and kurtosis were calculated and plotted as distribution functions
in the usual way (although not via mean-normalised bins) (Fig. 2.15).
The Le´vy distribution fitted to Fig. 2.15 (b) has a parameter α = 2, confirming that the normal
distribution fits the data well. With regards to the ‘average’ shape controversy, this conclusion
suggests that the most frequent mature placental shape encountered is not circular, confirming
the findings of Salafia [26] and Pathak [27]. Our mean and standard deviation of eccentricity of
0.50 ± 0.149 agrees with the result of Pathak, (0.49 ± 0.179). In fact, our data provides a better
fit to the normal distribution they propose. Interestingly, Salafia and Yampolsky [26] suggest that
the ‘average’ placental shape is circular despite finding a mean and median eccentricity greater
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Figure 2.13: Probability distribution of area-normalised centroid to cord insertion location dis-
tance and fitted lognormal distribution.
than one (a value for which a circular placenta would have via their measure). They argue that
deviations from circularity are equally likely in any direction. Whilst our results confirm that more
elliptical placentas are common, the notion of an ‘average shape’ is not particularly well-defined,
and one we are hesitant to speculate on.
The Le´vy distribution fitted to the kurtosis distributions has α = 1.75 and γ = 0.0036, and
represents the underlying data significantly better than the normal distribution. The normal dis-
tribution fits the skewness fairly well, but underestimates the peak. Again the Le´vy distribution
provides the best fit, with parameters α = 1.6 and γ = 0.009.
2.2.5 Statistics and relationships to clinical variables
For analysis of correlations between the calculated variables, we have used Spearman’s rank corre-
lation coefficient (see Appendix C). This gives a measure of statistical dependence between two
variables, giving a value of ±1 if the variables have a perfect monotonic relationship, +1 for correla-
tion and −1 for anti-correlation. This correlation measure is preferred, as there are no assumptions
that variables have a linear relationship, or that the variables are normally distributed [59]. As-
sociated with each correlation correlation coefficient is a significance value, p, that is indicative
of the probability that the calculated correlation has arisen by chance. For example a ‘p-value’
of 0.05 suggests that the correlation is 95% likely to be due to the relationship between the data
rather than by coincidence. Matlab functions [60] provide both the correlation coefficient and its
statistical significance. Table 2.3 shows a summary of the significant correlations found.
Effectively, placental weight is an analogue for metabolism and fetal mass represents body
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Figure 2.14: Four example chorionic plate outlines with their calculated ‘best-fit’ / image ellipses.
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Figure 2.15: Probability distributions for moment-based morphology characterisation. Panels (a),
(c) and (e) show fitted normal distributions and (b), (d) and (f) Le´vy. In panels (c) to (f), x
projection histograms are illustrated in light grey, and y projections in dark grey. See Table 2.1.
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weight.The PIN data contained placentas from women with a number of pathologies, including
pre-existing hypertension (described here as simply hypertenstion, 7.1%), pregnancy-induced hy-
pertension (6.3%), eclampsia (4.9%), pre-existing diabetes (3.9%) and gestational diabetes mellitus
(3.7%).
Cord insertion, morphology and clinical significance
We found no statistically significant correlation between the shape of the perimeter (via roughness,
integrated correlation function or eccentricity) and the cord insertion-centroid distance. This sug-
gests that a non-central cord has no measurable effect on the gross shape of the placenta. This
conclusion agrees with the findings of Yampolsky [29] from DLA simulations and measurements
on real placentas. Our method is unable to confirm the conclusion from Nordenvall’s work [16];
that a marginal cord insertion and the number of lobes are correlated, but the lack of quantitative
measurement of the perimeter in that study makes a such a comparison difficult.
We found no correlation between cord insertion-centroid distance and any maternal clinical
complications (such as gestational diabetes mellitus or hypertension), again confirming the findings
presented in [27] and [29]. Yampolsky suggests that cord displacement is correlated to the efficiency
of the underlying vascular fractal [29] (via the allometric scaling variable β) but our analysis found
no such correlation with either the cord insertion-centroid distance or the area-normalised distance.
Chorionic plate area and morphology
Significant correlations between chorionic plate area and several variables were found. Both rough-
ness (correlation 0.456, p < 0.01) and integrated correlation function (correlation 0.641, p < 0.01)
correlated strongly and positively with area, suggesting that the perimeters of larger placentas are
less smooth. This again hints at elements of randomness in placental growth; larger placentas have
developed more and thus have had more opportunity to experience random growth deviations —
resulting in rougher perimeters. Our measure of roughness is not independent of size, making it
difficult to separate the effects of shape and size. A future size-independent measure of shape could
help investigation of small, rough and large smooth placentas. Examination of the probability
distribution function for chorionic plate area implied that the growth processes governing large
placentas could be qualitatively different from small placentas — small placentas fitted the normal
distribution significantly better than large placentas, which better fitted a Le´vy distribution.
Relationships with birth weight, placental weight and gestational age
Chorionic plate area correlated strongly with birth weight (0.468, p < 0.01), placental weight
(0.512, p < 0.01) and gestational age (0.254, p < 0.01). The relationship between placental area
and placental weight is obvious (although variations in thickness are non-trivial [61]) and placental
weight and birth weight have a well-established relationship [23] (and is discussed in further detail
later). Integrated correlation function correlated with birth weight (0.167, p < 0.01) and placental
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Variables Correlation Significance
Chorionic plate area Roughness 0.456 < 0.01
Chorionic plate area Integrated correlation 0.641 < 0.01
Chorionic plate area Birth weight 0.468 < 0.01
Chorionic plate area Placental weight 0.512 < 0.01
Chorionic plate area Gestational age 0.254 < 0.01
Integrated correlation Birth weight 0.167 < 0.01
Integrated correlation Placental weight 0.189 < 0.01
Hypertension Chorionic plate area −0.069 0.017
Hypertension Roughness −0.060 0.038
Hypertension Integrated correlation −0.075 < 0.01
Table 2.3: Summary of Spearman’s correlations calculated between morphological and clinical
properties.
weight (0.189, p < 0.01) suggesting that the placentas of heavier babies have less regular perimeters
than those of lighter babies. Again this agrees with our hypothesis that growth processes creating
small placentas and large placentas could be fundamentally different.
Relationship with maternal pathologies
Many of our measures correlated with the presence of pre-existing maternal hypertension. Chorionic
plate area (−0.069, p = 0.017), roughness (−0.060, p = 0.038) and integrated correlation function
(−0.075, p < 0.01) correlations were all significant at the 0.05 level. However, the magnitude of
these correlations is rather small and their significance values larger than previous results (possibly
due to the limited number of hypertensive cases in the data set). We can conclude that smaller,
less-rough placentas are slightly more associated with incidences of maternal hypertension. We
can hypothesise that one potential effect of hypertension is to alter growth processes resulting in
smaller placentas, but we do not have sufficiently strong evidence to prove this. Unfortunately our
results did not correlate significantly with any other maternal pathologies in our data.
2.3 Conclusion
The almost complete absence of normal distributions of the characteristic morphological properties
of the human placenta is somewhat of a surprise, given the propensity for assumptions of normality
in the medical field. Whilst smaller-than-average chorionic plate areas do fit a normal distribution
well, the rest of the data are better represented by a Le´vy distribution. As the chorionic plate
is the result of all lateral placental growth, this leads us to the conclusion that the growth of
small placentas is different to average and large placentas, potentially via fundamentally different
processes. In addition, larger chorionic plates have less ‘regular’ perimeters than small placentas.
This could be a manifestation of a different, much more variable growth process (e.g. a Le´vy flight
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versus a Brownian motion).
The site of umbilical cord insertion appears to not impact upon the final morphology or relate to
maternal pathology, and we were unable to reproduce any relationship between cord insertion and
vascular efficiency (via β). This agrees with most of the findings of previous work, although there
exists the possibility that our choice of centroid as the origin could obscure any results relating to
the cord insertion point.
Our measures of perimeter morphology, roughness and integrated correlation function, adhere
to interesting distribution shapes. The smaller values appear to be well described by a lognormal
distribution, but again the right-hand tails demonstrate a power law decay, fitting our notion of
more complex growth processes. We also find strong correlations between large area and less regular
perimeter morphology.
The one measure that fitted a normal distribution extremely well was eccentricity of the chori-
onic plate, which confirms the observation that placentas are most frequently not perfectly circular.
Regarding the debate surrounding ‘average’ shape, we can confirm previous findings that elliptical
placentas are more common that circular placentas. We do not, however, feel able to conclude that
some average shape is circular or elliptical, and believe that the notion of an ‘average’ shape is
misleading.
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Chapter 3
Quantifying villous oxygen transport
3.1 Introduction
The quantification of gross chorionic plate morphology is effectively an analysis of the placenta
at the largest scale possible. At the other end of the range of length-scales is the analysis of
microvasculature morphology. Terminal villi are analogous to the acinus of the lung — the site of
oxygen exchange. Their shape and relative positions are some of the factors that govern diffusive
transport of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the placenta. Oxygen transport in the placenta can be
divided into three broad stages1:
 Oxygenated maternal blood enters the placenta through 100–150 spiral arteries located in the
basal plate [30] and fills the intervillous space. The villi themselves are geometric obstacles
to blood flow, so flow rates vary from the basal to chorionic plates. Consequently different
individual villi can be subject to different maternal oxygen concentrations.
 Once oxygenated blood reaches a terminal villus, oxygen diffuses across the vasculosyncytial
membrane and stroma to the fetal capillaries. This diffusive flow arises due to the concentra-
tion gradient between the vasculosyncytial membrane (high oxygen concentration) and the
fetal capillary membrane (low oxygen concentration).
 Finally, oxygenated fetal blood is transferred via the fetal vascular network to the fetus.
3.1.1 Data
Available to this research are a collection of digitised photomicrographs; histology sections through
villi, capillaries and the intervillous space between villi (Fig. 3.1). The regions of villi analysed were
taken from carefully oriented tissue samples at the mid-position between chorionic and basal plates
near the edge of the central cavity found in many placental functional units (placentomes). Here
maternal flow is considered to be most uniform and optimal for transport [34]. The digitised images
were hand-segmented by a pathologist, with capillaries identified as a single layer of endothelial
1Sections of this work are reproduced from reference [62].
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Figure 3.1: A small section of a segmented digital photomicrograph of terminal villi. Maternal
blood flows in the intervillous space (IVS) and oxygen is transported from the vasculosyncytial
membrane (VM) to the fetal capillary membrane (FCM). SC is the syncytiotrophoblast.
cells without any smooth muscle. With this type of histological analysis, it is unavoidable that a
number of the villi shown are intermediate rather than terminal villi (i.e. their function may have
less emphasis on oxygen diffusion). 103 digital photomicrographs, representing 23 placentas, were
analysed.
The highly complex fetal placental capillary network can vary by a large amount within an
individual placenta as well as between different placentas. As well as this intrinsic variability,
some maternal and fetal conditions are related to changes to the fetal capillary network, such as
changes to the number and position of capillaries within a terminal villus. Pre-term pre-eclampsia
associated with maternal uteroplacental vascular pathology often results in terminal villi with non-
branching angiogenesis. This is commonly seen as small, simple villi containing few capillaries [63].
High altitude exposure or disorders such as maternal diabetes [64] and anaemia are associated with
widespread branching angiogenesis (chorangiosis or ‘hypermaturity’, see Sec. 1.5.2). In this case,
terminal villi contain many more capillaries which may effect the oxygen uptake efficiency of the
extremely complex capillary network. In two dimensions (such as a histology slide) this extensive
branching is manifested as many capillaries often located centrally within a terminal villus and thus
far from the maternal intervillous blood flow. With either non-branching or extensive branching
angiogenesis, the fetus may be at risk, whether from pre-term birth, or abnormally small or large
size. Placentas containing too few villi, which themselves contain small numbers of capillaries, may
not transport sufficient oxygen to the placenta. The fetus’ heart may also experience an increased
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burden, due to increased vascular resistance resulting from the reduced capillary bed.
The functional significance of the categorisation of ‘too few’ or ‘too many’ villi is not known,
mainly because of the difficulty in understanding the complex effects of capillary number, calibre,
and location on placental capillary function. This research aims to understand the functional effi-
ciencies of the broad range of villous and capillary geometries in term placentas. Once a range of
functional efficiencies is established, one could begin to test at what level(s) the label ‘pathological’
might be applied, in both fetal (e.g. abnormal fetal growth) and maternal (e.g. pre-eclampsia and
maternal diabetes) contexts. At the moment, the mechanism(s) by which such capillary abnormal-
ities cause clinical outcomes is unclear [65].
3.2 Mathematical model
3.2.1 Basic equations
Given the data available, two-dimensional slices of placental tissue, we model oxygen transport in
two-dimensional planes. Oxygen transport within terminal villi is solely diffusional, and thus we
utilise the histology slides as the geometry for a two-dimensional diffusion problem. Oxygen trans-
port in the intervillous space is significantly more complex, requiring both diffusive and convective
transport, and implementing a realistic intervillous transport model in two dimensions remains
a problem for future consideration. Although many investigators have modelled terminal villous
oxygen transport [38, 39, 43], to our knowledge no-one has done so within realistic geometries (as
provided by our digitised tissue sections). Previous work has often assumed a single effective one-
dimensional interface or some simplified (e.g. cylindrical) geometry. These models are very useful
for investigating a range of issues, such as the effects on fetal oxygen concentration from maternal
hypoxia or the effects of contractions. However, the functional implications of observed villous and
capillary geometries have yet to be quantified.
The fetal vascular system is constantly transporting oxygenated blood away from fetal capil-
laries, so the (capillary) membrane can be thought of as an oxygen ‘sink’. The transfer of oxygen
within a terminal villus is driven by the concentration gradient between highly oxygenated ma-
ternal blood at the vasculosyncytial membrane and low oxygenated fetal blood. This is expressed
mathematically by Fick’s law:
J = −D∇c, (3.1)
which states that the amount of oxygen per unit time per unit area, or flux (J), opposes the gradient
of oxygen concentration inside the villus, c(x, y, t), with the diffusion coefficient D of oxygen within
the villus. The mass conservation of diffusing oxygen is expressed through the continuity equation:
∇ · J+ ∂c
∂t
= 0. (3.2)
This equation formalises the notion that the rate of change of oxygen (with time) in a region is
balanced by the amount of oxygen entering or leaving that region. The continuity equation and
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Fick’s law (Eq. 3.1) can be combined to give the diffusion equation, assuming constant D:
∂c
∂t
= D∇2c. (3.3)
The oxygen concentration on the terminal villous boundary varies with time due to the pulses of
maternal blood from spiral arteries. Comparing the time for maternal blood to travel through
the intervillous space (10–20 s) with the time for oxygen to diffuse across a villus (of the order
of seconds [66]), this time-dependence can be neglected in a first approximation. Thus, in the
stationary (time-independent) regime we obtain Laplace’s equation:
∇2c = 0. (3.4)
3.2.2 Boundary conditions
The maternal blood surrounding terminal villi has variable oxygen concentrations depending on
where in the placenta it is located, as well as the arrangement of nearby villi. Consequently oxygen
concentrations at the syncytiotrophoblast are also variable. However, by solely analysing intravil-
lous oxygen transport, we are in effect examining villi in isolation. We negate any effects of nearby
villi or the location of the villus within the placenta, allowing us to fix the oxygen concentration
on the syncytiotrophoblast as a constant, cm. Although this assumption is unrealistic when con-
sidering oxygen transport across the whole placenta, the geometric effects of the arrangement of
capillaries are independent of the maternal blood flow outside the villus and so this assumption
does not invalidate our analysis. In addition, the histologic appearance of density in the delivered
placenta is misleading. The intervillous blood space is normally approximately 150% of the depth
of the delivered placenta (in vivo 37.5 mm at 35 weeks [67], compared to 24 mm at 35 weeks
(post-partum) [68]). Thus the ‘density’ of villi in the intervillous space as examined histologically
after birth is a significant overestimate of the density in the in vivo placenta [69]. Any effect of
other nearby villi upon the constant maternal oxygen concentration assumption is therefore smaller
than would be expected from the digital photomicrographs alone, further validating this choice of
boundary condition.
The other assumption, used to formulate the second boundary condition, is that all of the
capillaries within terminal villi have some constant oxygen concentration on the capillary membrane,
cf . In reality, capillaries contain fetal blood flowing in different directions, either oxygenated
or deoxygenated. From the two-dimensional geometry it is impossible to differentiate between
directions of flow within capillary cross-sections. Thus, we choose to assume that all capillaries
carry deoxygenated blood and act as perfect oxygen sinks. Future work could include a more
realistic membrane permeability (such as has been included for the lung [48, 49, 70]) or fetal blood
oxygen uptake dynamics (for example, [43]).
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Thus, we can write a normalised oxygen concentration as:
u(x, y, t) =
c(x, y, t) − cf
cm − cf
. (3.5)
The model for two-dimensional stationary diffusion is then:
∇2u = 0,
uvillus = 1,
ucapillary = 0.
(3.6)
3.2.3 Numerical method
The scanned hand-traced photomicrograph slides were provided, and I processed them to extract
the villi and capillary outlines. Unfortunately, due to the variations in colour, contrast and bright-
ness, automatic line extraction was investigated, but not possible within our time-constraints. The
lines indicating membrane boundaries were digitally re-traced by hand with image processing soft-
ware (GNU Image Manipulation Program), and all other aspects of each image were removed. This
created a simplified image containing only 3 regions (intervillous space, villi and capillaries) which
become the basis for a numerical simulation of stationary diffusion with the boundary conditions
described in Eq. 3.6. Each image pixel between the syncytiotrophoblast and capillary membranes is
a lattice site (i, j). Capillary membrane pixels are assigned a value of zero, and syncytiotrophoblast
pixels a value of 1. The solution of Laplace’s equation is obtained via the numerical method of Suc-
cessive Over-Relaxation (SOR) [71]. This method allows a lattice of initial values to ‘relax’ towards
the correct solution of Laplace’s equation given the boundary conditions. The main advantage of
this method in this work is the ease of implementation for any complex geometry. The derivative
in Eq. 3.6:
∇2u = ∂
2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2
= 0 (3.7)
can be approximated by a finite difference via a Taylor series about a lattice site (i, j), with distance
between sites l:
ui+1,j = ui,j +
∂ui,j
∂x
l +
∂2ui,j
∂x2
l2
2
+ . . . ,
ui−1,j = ui,j −
∂ui,j
∂x
l +
∂2ui,j
∂x2
l2
2
+ . . . ,
so,
∂2ui,j
∂x2
=
ui+1,j − 2ui,j + ui−1,j
l2
+O(l2). (3.8)
A simple five-point stencil is used (Fig. 3.2), so the value for normalised oxygen concentration
ui,j at a lattice point (i, j) is given by the (α-)weighted average of the surrounding four nearest-
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neighbouring points, assuming a lattice length l of 1 pixel:
uij → (1− α)ui,j + 1
4
α(ui+1,j + ui−1,j + ui,j+1 + ui,j−1). (3.9)
With each iteration of ‘relaxation’ of the lattice, the values for ui,j tend towards the stationary
Figure 3.2: The five-point stencil used to find the value of normalised oxygen concentration ui,j at
lattice point (i, j). Oxygen concentration is a combination of the existing oxygen concentration at
i, j — ui,j , and average of the oxygen concentrations at the four closest lattice sites to i, j (directly
above, below, to the left and right).
value given by Eq. 3.6. The system has fully relaxed when the oxygen flux values, which are
calculated from the image, do not change by more than 1%. One digital photomicrograph section
(∽ 4mm2, ∽ 0.75 MPixels) typically requires 10 000 iterations, completed in under 1 minute. Given
the complete spatial distribution of oxygen concentrations within terminal villi, oxygen fluxes into
capillaries can be calculated. With perfectly-absorbing capillaries we were able to calculate the
oxygen flux simply by summing the oxygen concentrations of lattice sites around the capillary
boundaries (the gradient of oxygen concentration on the capillary membrane would be equal to
the oxygen value at the adjacent lattice site, to a first approximation). We calculate a diffusion
coefficient-normalised flux (i.e. J divided by D). This normalisation keeps the form of our model
simple (it is trivial to recover a more ‘biological’ value using an appropriate value for D, for example
6.7− 15.2 × 10−4 cm2 min−1 [37]).
3.3 Diffusional screening
The extent to which peripheral capillaries shield oxygen from central capillaries is important. With
large amounts of diffusional screening, many sections of capillary membrane are not available for
gas exchange (Fig. 3.3, panel (b)), and thus the amount of oxygen that can be taken up by the
fetus is reduced (which clearly can have serious implications for the fetus). One aim is to quantify
the amount of diffusional screening that occurs in various villus-capillary geometries. The amount
of oxygen flux that a capillary absorbs when surrounded by other capillaries is less than if that
capillary was alone within the villus (Fig. 3.3 (c)). We quantify this by defining a screening factor as
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustrating diffusional screening. A villus in blue containing many capillaries
in black. In panel (b), some capillary membrane (red) is shielded from effective gas exchange by
other capillaries in the villus. Panel (c) shows the arrangement used to calculate the ‘isolated’
oxygen flux for one capillary — all other capillaries in the villus are removed.
the ratio of the two. The ‘isolated’ capillary flux is the flux experienced without any neighbouring
capillaries (and is a maximum flux for a given capillary geometry and position) and the actual
capillary flux is the oxygen flux calculated with all capillaries present in a given villus. Thus, the
screening factor for capillary n, ηn, is given by:
ηn =
Jnactual
Jnisolated
. (3.10)
A value of ηn = 1 implies that there is no diffusional screening, and ηn = 0 means total screening,
where surrounding capillaries have blocked all oxygen from reaching capillary n.
3.4 Transport efficiency
Diffusional transport can also be quantified by defining some system efficiency. In general, the
notion of efficiency usually relates some income or revenue to some cost. In this system, the
revenue for the transport system can be reasonably assumed to be the total oxygen flux into a
capillary. The associated ‘cost’ of this uptake is less well defined, and could be represented by a
number of parameters. We have chosen the cross-sectional capillary area as a measure of cost. In
terminal villi, capillaries’ primary function is gas exchange and so the cost of this is the energy
and material used to grow the capillary network. In our two-dimensional slides, the ‘amount’ of
capillary material is given by its cross-sectional area. In addition, it is fairly simple to measure
capillary cross-sectional area from the digitised slides. For a villus containing N capillaries, the
ratio of revenue (total oxygen flux) to cost (total capillary area) can be written as:
Eq =
∑N
n=1 Jn∑N
n=1A
q
n
, (3.11)
defining some efficiency Eq. For q = 1 the ‘cost’ is simply the cross-sectional area. We allow
efficiency E to be more general with q > 1. For example, with q = 2 the efficiency cost is area
squared, which relates to capillary radius to the fourth power. This is roughly inversely proportional
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to haemodynamic resistance of the capillary (via the Hagen-Poiseuille equation) [72]. An alternative
definition of efficiency is the average capillary flux-to-area ratio within a villus:
E¯q =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Jn
(An)
q . (3.12)
E1 is a measure of the oxygen transport efficiency of the villus as a whole structure, whereas E¯1
measures the average capillary efficiency within each villus. Factors that affect capillary oxygen
uptake are thus implicitly accounted for within E¯1. Additionally, we can define an individual
capillary efficiency as the ratio of oxygen flux to areas for one capillary. This measure differs from
E1 and E¯1 as there is no villus-scale aggregation or averaging — Ec is a capillary measure, E1 and
E¯1 are villous measures of oxygen transport.
Ec =
Jc
Ac
. (3.13)
E1 aggregates the efficiency of all capillaries within a villus, whereas Ec is simply a measure of a
single capillary’s revenue-cost ratio / efficiency.
The digitisation of histology slides also presents an opportunity to quantify villous and capillary
structures (albeit in two dimensions). From the segmented images it is possible to calculate capillary
and villous areas and perimeters, as well as the closest distance between the two structures. These
values are found via simple pixel-counting methods, which although not perfect [73], are accurate
enough for our purposes, especially given the large-scale aggregation of data undertaken and errors
introduced during the manual segmentation of photomicrographs.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Stationary diffusion simulation
Figure 3.4 shows the resulting oxygen concentration distribution from solving the model within
terminal villi. In villi with many peripheral capillaries, the oxygen concentration at the centre is
almost zero. In villi with a single capillary, a large portion of the villus contains higher oxygen
concentrations. After finding oxygen concentrations at all lattice points within a villus, we can also
calculate the oxygen flux into capillaries. Figure 3.5 shows the absolute value of the gradient of the
oxygen concentration, which is more indicative of the flux. The numerical approximation to the
absolute gradient at pixel (i, j), gi,j is calculated via (with distance between lattice points l = 1
pixel):
g2i,j = (ui,j − ui−1,j)2 + (ui,j − ui+1,j)2 + (ui,j − ui,j−1)2 + (ui,j − ui,j+1)2 (3.14)
Panel (a) in Fig. 3.5 highlights the areas where the flux is large — where the distance between
capillary and vasculosyncytial membranes is small. These areas result in the largest oxygen con-
centration gradients and thus oxygen flux into capillaries. To quantify such areas, we calculate the
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Figure 3.4: Stages in simulating stationary oxygen diffusion. Panel (a) shows the original segmented
digital photomicrograph, and (b) a simplified image of the geometry with capillaries shaded black,
villi grey and intervillous space white. Panel (c) shows the resulting oxygen concentrations within
villi from our model (Eq. 3.6). Low and high oxygen concentrations are shown in blue and red,
respectively and capillary boundaries shown as black lines.
shortest distance from capillary to syncytiotrophoblast for each capillary. That this area of the
villus (the vasculosyncytial membrane) is the primary site of oxygen transfer is well-known, this
has been confirmed with our model. Panel (b) shows the gradient of oxygen concentration on a
logarithmic scale, which more clearly highlights areas of very low oxygen flux. The central areas
surrounded by many capillaries contribute little to the total oxygen flux. This panel provides a
good illustration of diffusional screening. Table 3.1 summarises the mean quantities calculated.
Property Mean Standard deviation
Villus area / µm2 7760 1280
Villus perimeter / µm 283 224
Number of capillaries per villus 4.49 5.57
Percentage of villus cross-section covered by
capillary
22.1% 14.2%
Capillary area / µm2 421 560
Capillary perimeter / µm 63.4 44.3
Shortest capillary-villus distance / µm 8.55 10.3
(Harmonic mean of shortest capillary-villus dis-
tance µm)
3.31
Screening factor (all villi) 0.704 0.265
Screening factor (multi-capillary villi only) 0.687 0.262
Table 3.1: Summary of the quantities measured and calculated from the digital photomicrographs.
Note the distributions of quantities measured are not necessarily normal, as shown later, and so
the standard deviation is included only as a conventional measure of data dispersion.
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Figure 3.5: Gradient of oxygen concentration. Shown with a linear scale in (a) and a logarithmic
scale in (b). (Colour scale indicative of different values in (a) and (b)).
3.5.2 Quantifying diffusional screening
Table 3.2 shows an example schematic villus and various measures of flux. A ‘theoretical flux’
was calculated via conformal mapping (see Appendix D for details [74]) for an idealised circular
capillary and villus arrangement. The differences between the theoretical and isolated fluxes are
due to the approximations of making the villus and capillary circular. Capillary a is quite circular,
and so the theoretical and isolated fluxes are similar. Conversely capillary c is not so circular,
resulting in a greater difference between theoretical and isolated fluxes. The differences between
isolated and actual numerical fluxes are due to the screening effects of having multiple capillaries
within a villus. Whilst the concentric circle conformal mapping approximation provides a useful
comparison for the numerical results, its use is limited to only near-circular villi and capillaries. It
could be argued that deviations from circularity, especially for capillaries, are due to artefacts of
the experimental processes, but unfortunately there is no way of being certain. Our quantification
of diffusional screening thus rests on the differences between the numerical isolated and actual
capillary fluxes, η. With further work, the conformal mapping approach could prove to be a useful
technique for quantifying villous oxygen transport without the time-intensive process of actual
diffusion simulations.
In Table 3.2 the position of capillary b suggests that it is likely to be shielded from oxygen
to a certain degree by the other two capillaries in the villus. This is confirmed by its lower value
of screening factor η. Of course the lower oxygen flux experienced by capillary b compared with
a and c is also due to its distance from the syncytiotrophoblast — but its flux is still 33% lower
than if it had been the sole capillary in the villus. Thus we have quantified diffusional screening
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Capillary Perimeter /
px
Effective
radius
Normalised
radius
Normalised
displace-
ment
r0 Theoretical
flux
(a) 45 7.16 0.15 0.82 0.57 11.1
(b) 56 8.91 0.19 0.39 0.23 4.23
(c) 83 13.2 0.28 0.63 0.52 9.74
Capillary Theoretical flux ‘Isolated’ capillary flux Actual capillary flux Screening factor, η
(a) 11.1 11.4 10.9 0.95
(b) 4.23 4.47 2.98 0.67
(c) 9.74 10.3 9.16 0.89
Table 3.2: Example schematic villus and stages in approximation via conformal mapping (Appendix
D, Eq. D.1). Capillaries are illustrated in black, and the villus in grey. Pixel distances are converted
to a fractional distance of the villus’ radius, and the concentric circle effective radius r0 is calcu-
lated from Eq. D.6. The resulting theoretical oxygen flux is compared with numerically-calculated
isolated and actual fluxes. Screening factor, η, is the ratio of actual to isolated flux.
via our measure η, and can measure the extent to which screening affects oxygen transport for any
geometry — potentially relating it to clinical characteristics.
3.5.3 Villous oxygen transport efficiency
As expected, our chosen measures of villous oxygen transport efficiency, E1, E2 and E¯1, correlate
with the number of capillaries per villus — with Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients of −0.55,
−0.69 and −0.48, respectively (all three with p < 0.01). A more crowded villus is associated with
less efficiency.
Efficiencies were evaluated and plotted as distributions (e.g. Fig. 3.7). In the top panel, fre-
quency density is plotted vs. efficiency, with the histogram bars divided into categories based on
Figure 3.6: Schematic villi used to calculate ‘isolated’ oxygen fluxes shown in Table 3.2. Each
isolated flux is the oxygen flux to a capillary in the absence of other capillaries in the villus.
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Figure 3.7: Top panel: Histogram of E1 efficiency, with columns sectioned by number of capillaries
per villus (see legend). The blue line is a fitted lognormal distribution; µ = −3.11 ± 0.02, σ =
0.72 ± 0.01. Bottom panel: The percentage of each category for each bar of the histogram.
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Figure 3.8: Separate data from Fig. 3.7. Panel (a) shows normalised distribution of E1 for villi
with 1–2 capillaries. Panels (b) and (c) show villi with 3–4 and 5 or more capillaries, respectively.
The dashed blue line is the lognormal distribution from Fig. 3.7 and the solid blue lines on each
panel represent individually-fitted lognormal distributions. (a) µ = −2.74 ± 0.02, σ = 0.68 ± 0.02,
(b) µ = −3.07± 0.02, σ = 0.52± 0.02 and (c) µ = −3.16 ± 0.02, σ = 0.61 ± 0.02.
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the number of capillaries per villus. In the lower panel the y axis is the percentage of each bin
in each capillaries-per-villus category, as opposed to the frequency. This gives a good indication
of the proportion of villi that make up each efficiency ‘group’. Figure 3.7 clearly shows that a
larger proportion of ‘low-efficiency’ villi contain a higher number of capillaries. As a larger number
of capillaries within a given villus would lead to stronger diffusional screening, this confirms that
diffusional screening results in lower efficiency — at least by these measures. The blue curve in Fig.
3.7 is a fitted lognormal distribution. The lognormal shape, indicative of products of independent
random variables, could suggest that oxygen flux and capillary area are independent. However, the
correlation between the two is ρ = 0.67 p < 0.01, suggesting a more complex relationship. Alter-
natively, the lognormal distribution of E1 could result from the product of lognormally-distributed
flux and inverse capillary area. Figure 3.8 shows that the individual data for the three ‘categories’
of villi in Fig. 3.7 (1–2 capillaries per villus, 3–4, and 5 or more) also all broadly follow lognormal
distributions, albeit with slightly different parameters. As would be expected, Fig. 3.7 has the
best fit as it contains more data. It is interesting to note the gradual shift of the distribution with
more capillaries per villus — the distribution of villi with many capillaries is more skewed towards
low-efficiency.
Efficiencies E2 and E¯1 provide the same conclusions, but it was felt that these other measures
do not provide any more information than E1. E1 and E¯1 broadly measure the same ‘revenue’ to
cost ratio, and were found to be strongly positively correlated (ρ = 0.95, p < 0.01). Figure 3.9
shows E1 plotted against E¯1 for villi with more than one capillary (as E1 = E¯1 for single capillary
villi). The blue line of y = x shows that E¯1 is usually greater than E1 — the average capillary
efficiency within a villus is often marginally greater than the overall ‘villus efficiency’.
Given the histograms, an effective efficiency as a function of the number of capillaries per villus
was calculated. For all villi within each bin of the histogram, the number of capillaries per villus
were averaged. The resulting value is plotted against the bin value (efficiency) in Fig. 3.10. Again
efficiency clearly decreases with the number of capillaries per villus.
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Figure 3.9: Scatter plot of two different measures of villus efficiency, E1 and E¯1. Each point
represents one villus. The blue line shows E¯1 = E1.
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Figure 3.10: Effective efficiency as a function of the number of capillaries per villus. Plotted on a
log-log scale with a fitted power law (exponent −0.54±0.04). The noise of the data increases to the
right as the frequency of villi with many capillaries decreases substantially; error bars represent the
standard error. Note the ‘average’ efficiency for some data points comes from a single observation
(of capillaries per villus), and thus has infinite variance — in these cases the error bars are omitted.
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3.6 Conclusion
Stationary oxygen transport in two dimensions was simulated by applying our model (Eq. 3.6)
to sections of digitised histology slides (photomicrographs). Using the Successive-Over-Relaxation
numerical method of solving Laplace’s equation on each intravillous pixel, time-independent oxy-
gen concentration distributions were calculated for a range of terminal villous cross-sections. The
assumptions made in order to simplify both the physics and biology mean that care is needed when
interpreting results. The coloured figures of spacial oxygen concentration distributions and gradient
confirm the generally-held notions in the field and what would be intuitively expected: The space
between capillaries very close to the vasculosyncytial membrane and that membrane itself shows
much higher oxygen concentration gradients, and thus high oxygen fluxes into those capillaries.
These areas of the villus are the sites of primary oxygen transport. Oxygen transport is not limited
to the vasculosyncytial membrane, however, and capillaries located further from the syncytiotro-
phoblast still absorb some oxygen. The calculation of the gradient of oxygen concentration clearly
illustrates that multiple capillaries within the same villus can contribute to dramatic reductions
in oxygen flux to central capillaries via diffusional screening. Our assumption that all capillaries
are oxygen sinks is obviously not physiologically accurate, but, given the limited data available
regarding three-dimensional structure and flow, necessary as a first step. One could hypothesise
that central capillaries could contain oxygenated blood returning to the fetus, and would therefore
not require oxygenation at the villous periphery. In this case, diffusional screening effects on central
capillaries are less important. However, it is not possible to make a distinction between flow direc-
tions based on our (or indeed others’) data at this time. One could hypothesise as to the effects
of capillaries carrying fetal blood of varying oxygenation. If peripheral capillaries carried already-
oxygenated blood, there would be much less of a gradient at the vasculosyncytial membrane, and
thus less oxygen flux. However, the difference in fetal and maternal haemoglobin oxygen affinity
(which we do not model) may have a significant effect. Deoxygenated capillaries in the centre of
a villus surrounded by oxygenated capillaries would ‘leech’ oxygen in our model, and clearly this
is undesirable. A more sophisticated model including membrane permeability may prohibit this
phenomenon. The most intuitively efficient situation would be for oxygenated blood to be returned
to the fetus via central capillaries, and oxygen diffusion to occur into capillaries at the perimeter
of villi. In this case, both the differing haemoglobin affinities and finite capillary membrane per-
meability effects could potentially maximise oxygen uptake in the villus. Oxygen would be more
strongly pulled from maternal blood (rather than fetal blood in the central capillaries), and also
partially prevented from leaving the fetal capillary again by the membrane.
Some of the large villi with central capillaries may be intermediate, rather than terminal villi,
and thus have functions other than oxygen transport. It is not possible for us to automatically dis-
tinguish between the two, but it is worth noting presumably screening effects on intermediate villi
are less problematic. Another limitation of our method is the availability of suitable data, namely
segmented digital photomicrographs. It is time-consuming for an expert perinatal pathologist to
analyse and trace the various boundaries manually. It is hoped that in the future, automatic iden-
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tification and tracing of membranes becomes possible (although very difficult because of variations
in histology slides [75]), as this would greatly improve the amount of data available for simulations.
Pixel-counting methods were applied to quantify two-dimensional geometries. We found that
villous and capillary geometries (areas, perimeters and the number of capillary cross-sections within
a villus) vary a great deal, not only between placentas, but also within both placentas and individ-
ual images. Figure 3.11 illustrates the ‘intra-image’ variation found (in this case, variations in E1).
The large variation means it is difficult to categorise any particular placenta as pathological based
on villous architecture alone. Whilst one photomicrograph may clearly indicate abnormal vascu-
lature, another image from the same placenta may seem ‘normal’. Distributions of our measures
Figure 3.11: A section of digital photomicrograph showing the variation in villus efficiency. Capil-
laries A and B have low efficiency (bottom decile) and C and D high efficiency (top decile).
can be calculated for each placenta, and again, large variations are observed. Figure 3.12 shows
distributions of E1 for all 23 placentas. Some clearly deviate from the lognormal distribution repre-
senting the dataset as a whole (shown in blue). Unfortunately the variations do not correlate with
particular pathologies (clinical pathologies are presented in table 4.3)— again, more data would
hopefully clarify the form of the distributions.
We have developed a range of methods for quantifying terminal villous oxygen transport effi-
ciency. On the whole, all of our measures suggest the same conclusion — that crowded terminal
villi suffer from diffusional screening and thus lower efficiency as defined by a ratio of ‘revenue’ to
‘cost’. The concept of diffusional screening in terminal villi was introduced and potentially explains
why large numbers of capillaries result in reduced efficiency. Central capillaries are shielded from
oxygen and subsequently contribute little to the total oxygen flux of a villus. We have shown that
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intravillous diffusional screening leads to a measurable effect upon the oxygen uptake of the system.
If oxygen fluxes calculated for isolated single capillaries (which we called isolated capillary flux)
are compared with simulated oxygen fluxes, screening effects are easily highlighted. The screening
factor, η, is our measure of how ‘shielded’ a capillary is by other capillaries in the same villus.
Capillaries experiencing no diffusional screening have η = 1, which decreases to zero for capillaries
that are completely shielded from oxygen by other peripheral capillaries within a villus. Although
the extent of diffusional screening is somewhat dependent on our assumptions of blood flow di-
rection, villi that are affected most by diffusional screening contain many capillaries, and it is not
unreasonable to assume that a large proportion of them will carry de-oxygenated blood (which act
as sinks, and therefore do contribute to screening).
Our other measure of oxygen transport efficiency is the revenue-cost ratio E1 (and related
ratios E¯1, E2 and Ec). E1 captures some of the essential characteristics of different villus-capillary
arrangements; number of capillaries per villus and their size, and oxygen fluxes. In effect, E1
measures the oxygen flux that is absorbed per ‘amount’ of capillary in a villus. Central capillaries
that are far from the source of oxygen contribute little oxygen per capillary cross-section, reflected
in a low efficiency. The histogram of E1 categorised by the number of capillaries per villus confirms
this, with the vast majority of low efficiency villi contain five or more capillaries. Our choice of
quantities (flux and capillary area) for calculating efficiency is somewhat arbitrary, but other choices
are likely to give the same overall results. Whatever the choice, central and screened capillaries
contributed less oxygen per ‘mass’ than peripheral capillaries and thus villi with many of these
less-effective capillaries can be deemed inefficient. Whether or not high efficiency (by this type
of measure) is a desirable characteristic in this system is another question. Some redundancy
is essential (for example, multi-capillary villi allow oxygen transport even in the case of some
blockage), and the transportation of species other than oxygen has not been considered here. It is
also worth noting that capillary angiogenesis is associated with hypoxia — that is, capillary growth
can be stimulated by low oxygen concentrations [76]. It could be, then, that peripheral capillaries
create a hypoxic environment in the centre of a villus, which then prompts capillary growth in that
location. Capillary oxygen uptake from these (new) central capillaries would remain low, however.
Another physical consideration that we are unable to address (given our two-dimensional data) is
vascular resistance, which is affected by capillary cross-section and connectedness [34].
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Figure 3.12: Normalised distributions of E1 for all 23 placentas studied. Numbers indicate birth
weights in grams. The blue curve is the lognormal function from Fig. 3.7, which fits the distribution
of all the data together, rather than individually.
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Chapter 4
Clinical implications of villous oxygen
transport
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter a number of methods for simulating and quantifying oxygen transport in
terminal villi were discussed. Capillaries located centrally in villi are often shielded from oxygen
by other peripheral capillaries, and this is reflected in a variety of measures of ‘efficiency’. In this
chapter links between oxygen transport and more clinical quantities are investigated.
Although this research solely examines the role of villous and capillary geometries on oxygen
transport, such is the essential nature of oxygen to the developing fetus that quantification of
oxygen exchange should provide a good indication of the function of the placenta. The growth of
the placenta itself is also dependent on efficient nutrient supply. By quantifying oxygen transport
characteristics, correlations with birth weight, for example, were investigated. We aim to take the
oxygen transport values and efficiencies calculated in the previous chapter, and examine whether
they correlate with any macroscopic clinical values. Inefficiencies in supply to the fetus, though
poor terminal villus oxygen transfer, may have an impact of the placenta as a whole, and in this
chapter we examine whether the data utilised here confirms that.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Clinical data
The digital photomicrographs and gross perimeter data from the PIN study are accompanied by
clinical data such as birth weight, gestational age and placental weight. Table 4.1 shows some
descriptive statistics of the data. The birth weight distribution (Fig. 4.1, a) is skewed, but removing
low gestational age cases (pre-term, < 260 days) returns the data to a normal distribution (Fig.
4.1, b) [77]. Figure 4.2 shows normalised distributions of placental weight and gestational age.
Table 4.2 shows the statistics of the 23 placentas that make up the sources of histology photomi-
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Figure 4.1: Panel (a) — Skewed birth weight distribution (normalised) for all cases. Panel (b) —
birth weight distribution for data with gestational age greater than 259 days (term) with a fitted
normal distribution.
(a) Placental weights (after trimming cord and mem-
branes) with a fitted normal distribution.
(b) Gestational age.
Figure 4.2: Normalised distributions of clinical variables from the PIN data.
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Clinical variable Mean Standard deviation Skewness Kurtosis
Birth weight (kg) 3.253 0.649 −1.26 3.65
Placental weight (kg) 0.438 0.105 0.251 1.28
Gestational age (days) 270.46 19.06 −3.38 17.8
Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics for PIN cohort, N=1208.
Figure 4.3: Complete birth weight distribution showing the locations of the 23 analysed cases within
the distribution (blue shaded columns).
crographs that have been segmented. Cases were selected to give a broad range of birth weights.
Figure 4.3 highlights the sections of the birth weight distribution that the 23 cases are drawn from.
4.2.2 Statistics
Correlations between measures of oxygen transport (and villous geometry) and clinical data were
calculated via Spearman’s correlation coefficient (Appendix C), as there were no reasons to as-
sume linear relationships between variables (and gestational age, for example, is not normally
distributed). Matlab’s built-in statistical functions were used. Of the 23 placentas in our data, one
was significantly pre-term (212 gestational days) and this case was excluded from our analysis. The
implications of pre-term delivery on oxygen transport is a potential topic for future investigation.
4.2.3 Placental efficiency
The obvious clinical variables to use for comparison are birth weight, placental weight and gesta-
tional age. However, work by Salafia and Yampolsky [23, 24, 26, 29] suggest that the allometric
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Clinical variable Mean Standard deviation Skewness Kurtosis
Birth weight (kg) 3.284 1.077 −0.239 −0.830
Placental weight (kg) 0.453 0.122 0.455 0.130
Gestational age (days) 270.55 18.67 −1.79 3.41
Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics for the placentas represented by photomicrographs, N=23.
Figure 4.4: Panel (a): Scatter plot of log birth weight and log placental weight. Averaging placental
weight over the shaded ranges indicated, and plotting against the midpoint of each range produces
clear power-law behaviour (panel (b)). Green error bars indicate standard deviation.
scaling exponent β is a measure of the vascular efficiency of the whole placenta.
β =
lnPW
lnBW
.
A value for β ≈ 0.75 is assumed to be normal, and indicative of usual vascular efficiency. Deviations
from 0.75 thus suggest a less-than optimal placenta — β > 0.75 results from less mass of fetus per
mass of placenta. From the PIN data, dividing the logarithm of placental weight by the log of
birth weight for each placenta gives β = 0.75± 0.02 (mean ± standard deviation). The scatter plot
of the logarithms of birth weight vs placental weight (Fig. 4.4 panel (a)) shows significant scatter,
but averaging placental weight over ranges of birth weight (shown by shaded areas) highlights the
power-law behaviour (Fig. 4.4 panel (b)) with the 0.75 exponent. Fitting a power law of the form
PW = aBW β to the raw PIN data gives β = 0.78± 0.06, the same (within error bars) as the value
found by Salafia et al. [23]. Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of values of β to be approximately
Le´vy, with the normal distribution underestimating the peak and slightly over-estimating the width
of the distribution.
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Placenta
no.
Birth
weight (g)
Gestational
age (days)
Placental
weight (g)
Pregnancy-
induced
hyperten-
sion
Eclampsia Pre-
existing
hyperten-
sion
1 2369 285 320 1 0 0
2 3390 277 430 0 0 0
3 3302 270 440 0 0 0
4 4013 287 570 0 0 0
5 4176 290 520 0 0 1
6 3060 269 410 0 0 0
7 4585 274 740 0 0 0
8 4026 279 600 0 0 0
9 2375 281 360 0 0 0
10 3017 258 500 0 0 0
11 2350 278 310 0 0 0
12 3356 283 440 0 0 0
13 1134 212 350 1 1 0
14 4529 284 510 0 0 0
15 4587 280 490 0 0 0
16 3271 276 460 1 0 0
17 2138 253 340 1 0 0
18 2265 246 370 1 0 0
19 5005 277 533 0 0 0
20 1411 233 286 1 0 0
21 4659 290 517 0 0 0
22 4179 275 676 0 0 1
23 2261 263 240 0 0 0
Table 4.3: Clincal details of the 23 placentas investigated.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Simple correlation
As a first attempt at a correlation analysis, all capillary-clinical variable pairs were considered to
be independent and correlations between the following were calculated: Birth weight and capillary
oxygen flux, area, perimeter, η, Ec and shortest capillary-villus membrane distance. The correla-
tions were also recalculated with placental weight, β and gestational age in turn replacing birth
weight. Many statistically significant correlations were found (due to the large number of pairs
of ‘observations’) but it was felt that treating every capillary as an independent observation of a
clinical variable was incorrect.
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Figure 4.5: Panel (a) — normalised distribution of values of allometric scaling exponent, β. A
normal distribution is fitted and shown in green and Le´vy in red (α = 1.81 and γ = 0.019. Panel
(b) shows the distribution and curves on a semi-log scale.
Measure Correlation with β Significance
Oxygen flux −0.328 < 0.01
Shortest distance between bound-
aries
0.388 < 0.01
Screening factor η −0.346 < 0.01
Flux to area ratio Ec −0.344 < 0.01
Table 4.4: Correlations between a measure of gross placental efficiency, β, and our measures of
villus oxygen transport associated with capillaries averaged over each image.
4.3.2 Aggregated correlation
Capillary measures
As capillaries within villi and villi within the same images are clearly related, it was felt that
aggregating the data, such that each birth weight (for example) observation was not repeated so
frequently, was more suitable. If individual capillary measures are averaged via the arithmetic
mean over each image, statistically significant results were found (table 4.4).
However, treating each image separately still assumes that each image is an independent ob-
servation of birth weight, β, etc. By averaging data over a whole placenta, this assumption is not
necessary. As an initial method of aggregation, measures from each capillary were averaged over
whole placentas. Table 4.5 shows the correlations between capillary oxygen transport measures and
β. Statistical significance values, although higher, are still below the threshold regarded as signifi-
cant of 0.05 and the magnitude of correlations found are larger. The only other close-to-significant
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Measure Correlation with β Significance
Oxygen flux −0.431 0.047
Shortest distance between bound-
aries
0.503 0.018
Screening factor η −0.508 0.017
Flux to area ratio Ec −0.513 0.016
Table 4.5: Correlations between a measure of gross placental efficiency, β, and our measures of
oxygen transport associated with capillaries averaged across a whole placenta.
Measure Correlation with Significance
β
Number of capillaries per villus 0.438 0.043
Villus area 0.404 0.064
Placental weight
Number of capillaries per villus 0.546 0.009
Table 4.6: Correlations between clinical measures and our measures of villous oxygen transport,
averaged over whole placentas. Values shown in small italic font as not statistically significant, but
the p-value remains close to 0.05.
correlation found was between placental weight and η (ρ = −0.421, p = 0.051). As the value of
p > 0.05 the result cannot be regarded as statistically significant.
A more sophisticated aggregation method was also implemented, where capillary data were
averaged per villus, the resulting values averaged over an image, and so on for each image from
a placenta (‘multi-scale’ averaging). Unfortunately, this aggregation resulted in no statistically-
significant correlations being found between clinical variables and capillary measures. As with the
data calculated from capillaries, several measures concerning villous geometry and oxygen transport
were correlated with clinical measures (Tables 4.6 and 4.7).
4.4 Discussion
Clearly treating each capillary (or villus) as an independent observation of birth weight (or other
clinical variable) is incorrect. Deciding how to aggregate the data such that each placenta represents
one observation is difficult. Too much aggregation and information is lost, and too little results in
many false independent ‘observations’ of the clinical data. Averaging capillary measures of each
placenta with no regard for villi or images is a starting point, and this method produced a number
of statistically significant correlations. Higher β, i.e. lower overall vascular efficiency, is correlated
with lower capillary oxygen flux and larger diffusion distances. The statistical analysis here does
not allow for a causal link to be made between the two, but it seems reasonable that lower oxygen
supply to the fetus at the terminal villus level could result in less mass of fetus per mass of placenta.
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Measure Correlation with Significance
β
Number of capillaries per villus 0.479 0.025
Villus area 0.450 0.037
E1 −0.370 0.091
E¯1 −0.414 0.057
Placental weight
Number of capillaries per villus 0.550 0.008
Average η −0.401 0.064
Villus area 0.421 0.051
Villus perimeter 0.421 0.051
Table 4.7: Correlations between clinical measures and our measures of villous oxygen transport,
multi-scale averaging.
In addition, reduced gross placental efficiency is correlated with more diffusional screening η and
a lower capillary efficiency Ec. Both diffusional screening and capillary efficiency relate how much
oxygen is absorbed per ‘amount’ of capillary (cross-section, mass etc.). A placenta with many
inefficient or screened capillaries would transfer less oxygen per mass of capillary (and thus mass
of placenta) — potentially resulting in a smaller baby, and by extension a value of β > 0.75. This
could explain the correlation between the measures of capillary oxygen exchange efficiency and β.
Screening factor and placental weight were found to negatively correlate (albeit with p = 0.051),
one reason for which could be that heavier placentas contain villi with more capillaries1 — and
thus more capacity for diffusional screening.
When capillary measures are combined in a more hierarchical way, the aggregation procedure re-
sulted in no statistically-significant correlations. It would seem that the capillary statistics present
when simple averaging is carried out are lost when averaged over individual villi and images. Hier-
archical aggregation provides slightly better statistics for villi than the simple averaging method.
As villous measures (for example, E1) already ’average’ capillary data, it would be expected that
less information is lost via an aggregation of villous data. Shortest villus-capillary distance re-
mained correlated to β, confirming that villi with large diffusion distances are associated with
lower placental functional efficiency. This suggests that large amounts of capillaries far from the
maternal oxygen supply result in less fetal mass (per mass of placenta). Large correlations were
found between β and η or Ec, but they were no longer statistically significant. Calculations with
more placentas could clarify this result. Negative correlations between η and birth weight and
placental weight were found, as explained in the paragraph above.
In addition to the capillary-based measures of oxygen transport, villous measures were compared
with clinical data. Here the multi-scale aggregation method provided slightly better results. Higher
numbers of capillaries per villus were associated with decreased functional efficiency (higher β)
— again screening seems to ‘reduce’ the mass of fetus per mass of placenta. Our measures of
1The correlation between placental weight and number of capillaries per villus was ρ = 0.546, p = 0.009.
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villous efficiency E1 and E¯1 were both negatively correlated with β (as would be expected), but
unfortunately the correlations were not statistically significant.
Although it is difficult to make causal links between measures, the fact that even a simple model
produces such large correlations is promising. Ideally more data would be obtained to present a
comprehensively representative sample of each placenta, and of course increasing the number of
placentas studied would also provide better statistics.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Placental morphology is extremely varied, and at the moment there are few explanations for this
variety and its implications. It is empirically known, and has been confirmed by measurements,
that the most commonly-encountered placental shape is elliptical — very few perfectly circular
placentas are delivered. Quantification of ‘shape’ is a necessary step in measuring, comparing and
correlating morphology.
By transforming discrete chorionic plate outline points, a mathematical function is obtained,
a Fourier series, that encodes all of the spacial properties of the outline. It is felt that using a
Fourier series and transformed coordinates (r(s)) was the most robust method of dealing with all
perimeters, regardless of complexity. From the Fourier series, shape can be quantified in many ways.
A ‘roughness’ was defined, that measures deviations from circularity, and a correlation function,
that quantifies how rapidly the placental perimeter varies. Chorionic plate area is also calculated
from the Fourier series. Probability distributions resultant from random growth processes often
reflect the nature of the processes themselves, such as the normal distribution arising from the
sum of many simple random walks. This notion is extended to the distributions of chorionic plate
measures being linked to the cumulative processes that create the term placenta. It was found
that distributions are rarely normal, and power-law, rather than exponential, decays are prevalent
towards large values of area, roughness etc. The clear differences in distribution tails between
low values and high values potentially suggests different growth processes between large, ‘rough’
placentas and small, smooth ones. The presence of many Le´vy-like distributions also hints at
more complex growth, for example many correlated or large ‘steps’. The links found between birth
weight, morphology and area have potentially wide-reaching implications. If the placentas of low
birth-weight babies develop by a different growth process (as is hinted at by our distributions) this
could be one factor in any resultant clinical problems predicted by the fetal origins hypothesis.
One way of explaining abnormal growth and morphology is via a mathematical model, such
as the DLA model of Yampolsky et al. [2]. The DLA model reproduces the observed fractal
nature of the placental vascular network, and produced convincing visual reproductions of three-
dimensional placentas. A variety of placental shapes can be produced by changing the parameters
of the DLA model. Our probability distributions are an effective way of comparing the results of
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a mathematical model with real data - reproduction of the observed distributions would go a long
way towards model validation.
In addition to using a Fourier series, chorionic plate morphology is also quantified via calculation
of moments of the two-dimensional shapes. Evaluation of the moments allowed us to quantify the
eccentricity of the placenta, as well as its skewness and kurtosis — measures of how the ‘mass’ is
distributed. The mean eccentricity measure was confirmed to be greater than zero (which would
be obtained for circular placentas), and it is normally distributed. The definition of an average
shape is somewhat unclear — it was concluded that placentas are not circular most of the time.
Certain measurements by others [26] that find the ‘average’ shape to be circular are dependent
upon knowledge of a consistent orientations in-utero. If this is correct then the implications are
that all placentas begin circular, and that deviations are common and isotropic. We are hesitant to
comment on the average shape, and our own results do not make any assumptions about orientation.
The conclusions regarding growth process are somewhat general, as the growth of any organic
system is extremely complex. It would be desirable, however, to construct a model that is able
to reproduce the distribution functions that we have calculated from the real data. Inclusion of
correlated or Le´vy-like steps beyond simple random walks (which make up the DLA model) would
seem to be a good first step. Although the DLA model produces a seemingly excellent representation
of a vascular fractal, a model that includes actual vascular transport would be more satisfactory.
The inclusion of some Le´vy flight-like processes could also potentially better reproduce the real
data, and a model that can differentiate between growth modes for large and small placentas would
be an even better step.
Although the chorionic plate surface is a representation of lateral growth, a more sophisticated
analysis could also include placental thickness. This would give a more complete picture of placental
growth and possibly illustrate the impacts of differences between small-placenta growth and large-
placenta growth — and whether they relate to vascular or other tissue development. Further
investigation into the links to clinical complications (via more statistics) is also a promising path
for development.
Numerous techniques have been used to examine the microscopic structure of human terminal
villi, including histology, casting and confocal microscopy. Our methods for analysing villous and
capillary geometry have the advantage (with suitable segmentation) of being able to be applied
automatically to large amounts of data. The availability of suitable data is the real ‘bottleneck’ for
our technique, but more sophisticated segmentation algorithms can transform the widely-available
histology data, allowing large scale automatic characterisation of terminal villi. Even with our
limited data and simple quantification methods the variability of structures observed is large,
making comparisons between geometry and birth weight, placental weight and other clinical factors
(such as complications) difficult. Linking observed geometry and functional capacity is one method
for more sophisticated analysis. Many previous investigators have modelled oxygen transport at
various scales and in various locations in the human placenta. Our work is unique in combining a
theoretical model of oxygen transport with observed villous geometry. Previous investigators have
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modelled oxygen transport with idealised geometries, or have speculated as to the functional effects
of villus structure, but the spacial resolution available allows us to investigate the impact of real
capillary geometry on oxygen transport directly. Whilst large scale characterisation of geometry
becomes possible with improved segmentation techniques, accurate oxygen diffusion simulations on
equally large scales may become too time-consuming. Capturing the essential oxygen transport
features from this work could circumvent this problem by approximating oxygen transport based
on geometric properties such as positions and sizes of capillaries within a villus, which are far easier
to calculate.
It is clear that a ‘diffusion distance’, whilst obviously relevant, is not the whole story regarding
oxygen transport. Capillaries far from the villous membrane still absorb oxygen in isolation, and
multiple capillaries result in a complex spacial distribution of oxygen concentration. This leads to
diffusional screening, which we hypothesise reduces oxygen transport efficiency in the villus. It is
possible that central, screened capillaries carry oxygenated blood returning to the fetus (and thus
screening is not problematic), but it seems unlikely that every such capillary is arranged in this way.
A more sophisticated model incorporating flow directions would rely on much more complex data
than is currently available. Whilst it was not possible to examine clinical hypercapillarisation or
non-branching angiogenesis on oxygen transport characteristics, there was sufficient data to make
a number of conclusions regarding gross placental vascular efficiency (β). Low capillary oxygen
flux is strongly correlated with high β suggesting that one cause (or manifestation) of an inefficient
vascular fractal could be insufficient oxygen absorption by the capillary network. Our measures of
efficient arrangements of capillaries (i.e. little screening) also correlate with a more efficient vascular
network. This seems reasonable if one considers β a measure of fetal mass ‘created’ per placental
mass — a placenta composed of lots of tissue that transports nutrition inefficiently would result in
a smaller fetus. The real value of our work lies in its future application to large amounts of data
to build a comprehensive idea of ‘normal’ terminal villous architecture. The aim would then be to
identify the structural and functional implications of various pathologies.
In addition to the ideas proposed above, a number of avenues for further investigation are ap-
parent. Fetal capillaries could be treated in a more realistic manner, incorporating finite membrane
permeability, such as has been modelled in the lung [70]. The obvious extension towards a complete
model of oxygen transport would be to relax the assumption of stationary, fixed maternal oxygen
concentrations on the villous membrane.
Work by Jirkovska´ et al. (e.g. [78]) using confocal laser scanning microscopy allows the creation
of many two-dimensional optical slices through the terminal villus. Jirkovska´ was kind enough to
share an example dataset with us, and moving to a three-dimensional model of stationary oxygen
transport is a promising direction for the future. The confocal laser scanning microscopy data were
points in three-dimensional space that mark a vertex of either the villus or capillary membrane
— see Fig. 5.1. The choice of boundary conditions in three dimensions is more complex. A fixed
maternal villous oxygen concentration could be used again, or a more realistic complex spacial
gradient. Finally, as the geometric data is not ‘enclosed’ (i.e. the slices of data have an arbitrary
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Figure 5.1: Panel (a) shows a spacial scatter plot of example confocal laser scanning microscopy
data — slices through a terminal villus. Panel (b) shows the vertices comprising a whole terminal
villus. Capillary vertices are in green, villi in blue.
end), the boundary condition in this plane is not obvious. Nevertheless, Fig. 5.2 shows an example
simulation of extending our stationary diffusion model to the three dimensional geometry. The
discrete vertices are extrapolated and smoothed to create three-dimensional geometries within which
stationary diffusion is simulated. More detailed capillary structure could also allow approximations
to flow directions to be made.
The emergence of the fetal origins hypothesis has prompted detailed investigation into the
function of the placenta and the implications for life-long health. Moving from qualitative to
quantitative studies allows for more precise analysis of placental function. Numerical methods
provide such quantitative results, and avoid the obvious difficulties of in vivo experiments. This
research aimed to utilise ideas and methods from mathematics and physics to quantify the complex
system of the human placenta, and interesting results were obtained across a range of scales.
Gross morphology of the chorionic plate was quantified, and in doing so allowed the calculation of
distribution functions. The surprising absence of normal distributions suggested different growth
processes for large and small placentas.
How effectively a placenta transports oxygen is a vital question, given the fetus’ absolute de-
pendence upon it. For the first time, real villous geometries were used to quantify oxygen transport
function. A number of measures of efficiency suggested that villi containing many capillaries did
not transport oxygen in an ‘efficient’ manner, and low oxygen transport efficiency was linked to
decreased gross placental efficiency. That a simple model yields results that significantly corre-
late with ‘macroscopic’ features is promising, and improved imaging techniques and processing will
allow for more realistic models in the future.
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Figure 5.2: A three-dimensional recreation of capillary geometry obtained via confocal laser scan-
ning microscopy. The second image shows the capillary within the villus, and a section through
showing an example oxygen concentration distribution.
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Glossary
Acinar Relating to the acinus, the cluster of cells at which gas exchange occurs in the lung.
Allometric scaling A relationship between, for example, body size and metabolic rate. Often
written as a power law, with some scaling exponent. Allometric scaling exponents can suggest
some underlying fractal structure.
Amniotic sac A pair of membranes that enclose the fetus, and are connected to the placenta and
umbilical cord.
Angiogenesis The physiological process of growing new blood vessels.
Angiogram An image of the insides of blood vessels obtained via an x-ray and the injection of
some (radio-)opaque substance.
Basal plate The surface of the placenta attached to the uterine wall. Also known as the maternal
surface of the placenta.
β Allometric scaling exponent, that relates birth weight (BW) and placental weight (PW):
β =
lnPW
lnBW
Deviations from a value of 0.75 indicate some abnormal vascularisation of the placenta [23].
Bijective A bijective function is one that has an exact one-to-one mapping.
Centroid The geometric centre of a shape. Here the centroid is the arithmetic average of the x, y
points marking the perimeter.
Chorangiosis The presence of many fetal capillaries within a villus.
Chorionic plate The surface of the placenta that faces the fetus, and where the umbilical cord
attaches. The so-called fetal surface of the placenta.
Convex hull The smallest convex polygon that encloses a set of points (e.g. chorionic plate
perimeter points).
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Darcy’s law Law that describes the flow of a fluid through a porous medium, via permeability,
cross-sectional area, pressure and viscosity).
Decidua The lining of the uterus during pregnancy.
DLA Diffusion-limited aggregation. A process whereby random walkers due to Brownian motion
approach some cluster and stick to form an ‘aggregate’ of particles. The resultant branched
structures are fractal.
Eccentricity A measure of how circular a shape is, can be defined in a number of ways.
Endothelial cell Cells that line the internal surface of blood vessels (and lymphatic vessels).
Erythrocyte Red blood cell.
Fibrinogen A protein found in the blood used as a predictor of increased risk of heart disease and
stroke.
Fourier series A periodic function comprising a sum of oscillating functions (e.g. trigonometric
functions).
Geometric Brownian motion A multiplicative stochastic process, with the value S given by :
S ∽ exp
[(
µ− σ
2
2
)
t+ σWt
]
With ‘drift’ µ, standard deviation σ, time t and Wt standard Brownian motion.
Gestational age The age of the child at birth.
Haematoxylin and eosin stain Widely used histology staining method that stains cellular nu-
clei blue and other structures red and pink.
Haemoglobin Oxygen-transporting biomolecule in red blood cells.
Histology The study of the microscopic anatomy of cells, usually via sectioning, staining and
examination under a microscope.
Hypermaturity Increased vascularisation of terminal villi, resulting in longer and more coiled
capillary loops.
Hypertension High blood pressure.
In vivo Within a living organism.
Intervillous space The cavities surrounding the villous tree, through which maternal blood flows
and bathes the villi.
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Le´vy distribution The symmetric Le´vy distribution arises from additive events with higher prob-
abilities of large changes. The decay of probabilities of extreme variations follows a power law,
unlike the normal distribution which follows an exponential decay. With a stability parameter
α and width parameter γ:
p(x;α, γ) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
e−γk
α
cos(kx)dx.
The Le´vy distribution must be calculated numerically unless α equals 1 or 2.
Lognormal distribution A probability distribution of a random variable whose logarithm is
normally-distributed:
p(x;µ, σ) =
1
x
√
2piσ2
exp
[
−(lnx− µ)
2
2σ2
]
.
With the mean and standard deviation of lnx equal to µ and σ.
Partial pressure Proportional to the concentration of gas dissolved in solution.
Placentome A placental circulatory unit containing a single fetal villous tree.
Pre-eclampsia A set of symptoms including high blood pressure (pregnancy-induced) and pro-
teinuria that can lead to serious pregnancy complications and reduced blood supply to the
fetus.
Pre-term The birth of a baby 37 weeks or earlier. Normal (term) duration is 38-42 weeks.
Roughness A general measure of deviations from regularity, smoothness or circularity. Can be
defined in many ways, for example as the standard deviation of a radius about some mean
value.
Shunt A ‘short-circuit’ in placental circulation which allows blood flow to bypass the placenta.
Sinusoid A region of dilated capillary which pushes close to the villous membrane (creating the
vasculosyncytial membrane), decreasing diffusion distances.
SOR Successive Over-Relaxation. An iterative process for solving a system of linear equations
which uses the previous value of some lattice point or variable to calculate the next iteration
of that variable, in order to speed convergence to a solution.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Ameasure of statistical dependence between two vari-
ables, used when the relationship between the two is not necessarily linear, and normal dis-
tributions cannot be assumed. Variables are converted to ranked values xi and yi, and the
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correlation is given by:
ρ =
∑
i(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√∑
i(xi − x¯)2
∑
i(yi − y¯)2
Associated with the correlation value is its statistical significance, or p-value, indicative of
the probability that the calculated correlation has arisen by chance.
Spiral artery Small arteries that supply the endometrium and dilate to provide uteroplacental
blood flow during pregnancy.
Stroma Connective tissue matrix within villi, providing structural support.
Syncytiotrophoblast The membrane surrounding villi.
Term The birth of a baby between 38 and 42 weeks, i.e. normal pregnancy duration.
Trophotropism Growth (of cells) towards areas of nutrition. In the case of the placenta, towards
areas of the endometrium with sufficient maternal vascular supply..
Vasculosyncytial membrane Localised areas of the syncytiotrophoblast that are thinner, facil-
itating diffusion across the membrane.
Velamentous Umbilical cord insertion into the placental membranes rather than the placenta
itself.
Villus Branched, ‘tree-like’ structures composed of membranes and structural tissue (stroma),
containing the fetal vascular system.
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Appendix B
Derivation of Fourier series
expressions of morphological
properties
Our Fourier series is a weighted sum of a constant and oscillating functions in the transformed (r, s)
coordinates:
r(s) =
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
[
an cos
(
2pisn
L
)
+ bn sin
(
2pisn
L
)]
.
We define roughness as the squared deviations from a circle:
W 2 =
1
L
∫ L
0
[r(s)− rav ]2 ds
Roughness can be calculated from the coefficients that make up the Fourier series. Begin by
calculating the average radius:
rav =
1
L
∫ L
0
r(s)ds
=
1
L
∫ L
0
[
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
an cos
(
2pisn
L
)
+ bn sin
(
2pisn
L
)]
ds
=
a0
2
.
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The roughness is then a more simple expression, containing only the oscillating terms:
W 2 =
1
L
∫ L
0
[r(s)− rav ]2 ds = 1
L
∫ L
0
∞∑
n=1
[
an cos
(
2pisn
L
)
+ bn sin
(
2pisn
L
)]2
ds
=
1
2
∞∑
n=1
a2n + b
2
n.
The correlation function measures the root-mean-square deviations between points along the
perimeter:
C2(s) =
1
L
∫ L
0
[r(t+ s)− r(t)]2 dt
=
1
L
∫ L
0
[
r(t+ s)2 + r(t)2 − 2r(t+ s)r(t)] dt.
By expanding each term in turn;
1
L
∫ L
0
r(t)2dt =
a20
4
+
1
2
∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)
,
1
L
∫ L
0
r(t+ s)2dt =
a20
4
+
1
2
∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)
.
1
L
∫ L
0
−2r(t+ s)r(t)dt =
−2
L
∫ L
0
[
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
an cos
(
2pi(t+ s)n
L
)
+ bn sin
(
2pi(t+ s)n
L
)]
×
[
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
an cos
(
2pitn
L
)
+ bn sin
(
2pitn
L
)]
dt
=
−a20
2
− cos
(
2pisn
L
) ∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)
and finally combining together, we find an expression for the correlation function in terms of the
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Fourier coefficients.
1
L
∫ L
0
[r(t+ s)− r(t)]2 dt = a
2
0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)− a20
2
− cos
(
2pisn
L
) ∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)
=
∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)(
1− cos
(
2pisn
L
))
=
∞∑
n=1
(
a2n + b
2
n
)
sin2
(pisn
L
)
.
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Appendix C
Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ) is a measure of correlation between two variables. A
value of ρ = ±1 implies a perfect monotonic, but not necessarily linear, relationship between the
two variables.
Raw variables (Xi, Yi) are converted to ranks (xi, yi), and Pearson’s correlation coefficient is
calculated for the ranked variables:
ρ =
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2
n∑
i=1
(yi − y¯)2
The statistical significance of the calculated correlation coefficient is obtained via a permutation
test. The calculated value of ρ is the ‘test statistic’. Every permutation of dividing the ranked
variables into two groups (x and y) is calculated and a new Spearman’s coefficient is found between
each pair of the two groups. The significance value p is the proportion of the n! new correlation
coefficients that are higher than ρ.
The statistical significance value can be interpreted as the probability that the observed cor-
relation coefficient arose due to chance alone. Typically results for ρ are described as statistically
significance if p < 0.05 or p < 0.01.
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Appendix D
Conformal mapping
The simplest arrangement of terminal villus and capillaries is one villus containing one capillary
(of course this is not realistic and would presume that the ‘returning’ loop of capillary is in another
villus cross-section). Further assuming that both the villus and capillary cross section are perfectly
circular, an idealised terminal villus would consist of two non-concentric circles (in general). Dis-
tances can be normalised to the villus radius, giving a capillary radius R and a displacement δ (Fig.
D.1). A fractional linear transformation can transform the region between the villus and capillary
Figure D.1: An idealised villus containing one capillary, and the transformed villus with a central
capillary of radius r0.
(z) to a region between two concentric circles (ω) [74]:
ω =
az + bi
icz + d
(D.1)
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With coefficients a, b, c and d:
a = r0(1 + δ) −Rr20, (D.2)
b = r0R
2 − r20R− r0δ(1 + δ), (D.3)
c = r0(1 + δ) −R, (D.4)
d = r0δ(1 + δ) − r0R2 +R2. (D.5)
The coefficients can be combined to give the radius of the inner circle:
r0 =
1− δ2 +R2 −
√
(1− δ2 +R2)2 − 4R2L2
2R
. (D.6)
As the solutions to Laplace’s equation transform via the same conformal map, we obtain an equation
for the (D-normalised) flux in terms of the effective radius r0 [74]:
J
D
=
2pi
ln(1/r0)
. (D.7)
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